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Brault & Bouthillier
is a local company that has been working in
the education eld for more than 75 years!

It is also:

• A team of dedicated professionals;

• A wide range of carefully selected and tested 

pproducts to address all aspects of child development;

• Quality institutional products at competitive prices, 

which you will not nd anywhere else;

• A large store and showroom where you will nd 

storage solutions, furniture and much more;

• A redesigned website tailored to your needs.

Courteous and ecient customer service!
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VESTIBULAR

Full Support Swing Seats
Single Swing Frame

Wheelchair Platform Swing
Indoor Frame

Platform Swings
Active Swings

Outdoor Swings
Swung 

Coracles
Spinning
Rocking

Bouncing

MOTOR

Therapy Balls
Balance

Active Bodies
Reaching

Turning
Fidgit

COGNITION

Musical Puzzles
Switches

Challenges
Rewards

Positioning
Living Aids

Mobility

COMMUNICATION

Art
Writing

Taking Turns
Vocalisation
Story Telling

Expression
Dolls

Cats & Dogs
Safe Spaces

Cooperation

MSE

Podiums
Bubble Columns

Bubble Walls
Fibre Optics

Projectors
Atmospherics

Sound Sensitive
Wonder Walls

Disco Ceiling
Resonance

Padding
Ball Pool

MSE Swings
Vecta
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VISUAL

Backpacks | Independence

Socialisation Backpack
Back Pack, Lotto, Pairs & Snap, Block Challenge, 
Balance Seesaw Game, Fruit Tower Game, Foam Ball, 
Cat & Mouse Noughts & Crosses Game, Foam Ball, 
Fishing Game. Contents may vary.

9GNGPS $263.00

Communication Backpack
Back Pack, Pixels, Voice changer, Toobaloo, Flip Flap 
Ball, Opposite Cards, Feel Good Feeling Game and 
Sound Bank. Contents may vary.

9GNGPO $261.00

Cognition Backpack
Back Pack, Figiwheel, Lotto, Pairs 
& Snap,  Chicken and Egg, Sorting 
Box, Fish Puzzle, Stacking Tower, 
Dress up Bear Puzzle, Building 
blocks, Puzzle with Hidden 
Pictures. Contents may vary.

9GNGPG $261.00

Motor Backpack
Back Pack, Tangle, Simple Slider, Threading Beads, Active 
Rainmaker, Flip Flap Ball, Swirl Ball, Mazy Packs, Linkits 
and Squeak DropBox.  Contents may vary.

9GNGPM $263.00

Proprioception Backpack
Back Pack, Fluffy Glove, Vibrating Pillow, 
Discovery Blocks, Pop Up People, Vibrating Head 
Massager, Massage Roll, Flip Flap Ball, Swirl Ball, 
Atom Massager.  Contents may vary.

9GNGPP $261.00

Auditory Backpack
Back Pack, Egg Shaker, Active 
Rainmaker, Squeak Drop Box, 
Wave Sound Tray, Clatterpillar, 
Sleigh Bells, Squistle, Fun Keys, 
Illuminated Tambourine, Light-up 
Maraca. Contents may vary.

9GNGPA $263.00

Tactile Backpack
Back Pack, Flexi Ring, Small Bumpy 
Ball, Egg Shaker, Vibrating Snake, 
Massage Brush, Vibrating Pouch, 
Tactile Buddeez, Linkits, Koosh Ball, 
Tactile Bean Bags, Textured Tangle 
Junior, Massage Peanut, Vibrating 
Hairbrush and Tactile Bag. Contents 
may vary.

9GNGPT $263.00

Visual Backpack
Back Pack, Mini Spinning Top, Glitter 
Tube, 1 Jumbo Magnifier, Pair of Light 
Up Maracas, Colour Changing Egg, Mini 
Infinity, Wacky Ball, Fantastik, Visual 
Rainmaker, Mushroom Kaleidoscope, 
Colour Illusion, Disco Ball, Swirl Ball, 
Bubbles, Infinity Spinning Top and 
Kaleidoscope Lamp. Contents may vary.

9GNGPV $263.00
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VISUAL

Feast your eyes on our VISUAL Senses 

Chapter!

Sensory processing refers to our ability 

to take in information through our 

senses. Our visual perception is how our 

brain processes, interprets and makes 

sense of what we see.

Visual perception can refer to 

blindness but, it can also be an inability 

to recognise elements of visual 

information. For example, faces, objects, 

people, lights, and or backgrounds.

 

If you are looking for products that will 

encourage peripheral vision or visual 

tracking, you should start here. 

Note, many sensory skills do overlap. 

Visual hand-eye coordination may 

be best served by products found in 

other chapters such as MOTOR or 

SOCIALISATION.
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Infinity Corner
Soft-sided mirrors that fit together 
to form a multitude of images 
- see yourself from side-on!  
• 38 x 30 x 30cm

6NFCN $99.00

Diffraction Mirror Paddles
12 reflective surfaces to explore or spin. Very easy to use.  
• 25 x 25cm

6DFMP $229.00

Diffraction Roly Poly Drum
Mounted on a sturdy base this six-sided 
drum spins easily and offers different 
reflective surfaces.  • 25 x 25 x 15cm dia

6DRPD $199.00

Mirror Marble Wheel
Styled like a ship’s wheel with a mirror 
set inside. 10 nylon cups, each holding a 
coloured marble rotate randomly when the 
wheel is spun with a satisfying noise. The 
action takes place behind a clear Perspex 
disc.  • 25 x 20 x 5cm

6MMWL $199.00

Leybourne Mirror
Robust wooden frame with a safety mirror on one side. Safe 
and easy to handle.  • 33 x 18cm

6VLBM $51.00

Mirrors | Visual
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Multi Mirror
Beautiful jewel-like reflective surface. Lots of fun to shine lights on or just 
hold coloured items up to it. Made of unbreakable acrylic. Wall mounting 
brackets provided.  • 94 x 122cm

7MULM $582.00

Play Tray with Mirror and Balls
The acrylic mirror surface wobbles on a central sucker foot, the 
balls roll around within the wooden-walled space. Includes 15 Balls.  
• 76cm dia x 7cm deep

6MITB $435.00

Mirror Chimeabout
Wooden spinning frame with jangly shiny leaves.  
• 23 x 20cm

6TMMC $169.00

Distortion Mirror
A flexible mirror surface distorted by 
sliding the knobs on the side, producing 
very amusing reflections. Wooden 
frame and unbreakable styrene mirror.  
• 116 x 51 cm

6DSTM $731.00

Geometric Spinning Wheel
Turn the handle faster and the 
clickety-clacks change, while the 
patterns swirl.

6BWSP $231.00

Visual | Mirrors
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Mirrors | Visual

Multi- Effect Mirrors
4 mirror set with different sized distorting 
bubbles. Lightweight shatter-proof safety 
plastic.  • 30 x 40cm

6BMR4 $181.00

Multi Effect Mirror
• 60 x 80cm

6BMME $295.00

Bubble Mirror
Nine convex distortions (dimples) in this acrylic mirror give 
the user a unique perspective. Lightweight and easy to fix to a 
wall. Colourful padded surround.  • 84 x 84 x 5cm

9BBMR $399.00

Unbreakable Mirrors x 10
10 tough, safe acrylic mirrors of different sizes which are great for 
one-to-one activities and visual reinforcement. 4 big, 3 middle, 3 
small.  • 20 x 30cm, 10 x 15cm, 5 x 7cm

6UNMI $79.00

Sensory Mirror with padded frame
• 84cm square

6SNMP $421.00

Unbreakable Mirror
Free-standing acrylic safety mirror. The 
large base allows the unit to be clamped to a 
surface.  • 46 x 25cm

6VUBM $269.00

NEW

Concave Plastic Mirror x10
A fantastic sensory play resource for children to look at objects 
in different perspectives incourage self exploration and develop 
curiosity.  • 10cm dia x 0.1 cm

6DSPM $41.00
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Funny Face Frame x2
Set of two flexible and strong magnifying frames 
that zoom in on you.  • 17 x 23cm

6NFFF $22.85

Visual | Refl ections

Space Blanket
Three non-toxic and fire retardant blankets. When wearing this cool blanket every 
movement results in crackles and sparkles. Set of 3.  • 152 x 795 cm

9SPBL $42.95

Shimmering Curtain
A curtain of metallic strips which will flutter in the 
slightest breeze. Multi-coloured. Makes a pretty way 
to divide a section of a room.  • 240 x 83cm

9SHMC $49.00

Mirrors are the ideal medium for self discovery. Ideal for exploring body, 
face, expression, gesture; your own and those beside you. Shimmering, 
shifting, diff racting and glancing, mirrors stimulate curiosity and can 
provide a source of wonder through Illusions of never-ending depth 
and the scattering of lights. They add a whole new dimension to a 
space, or simply focus a one-to-one moment.

NEW

Distortion Specs
How does a cuttlefish see it’s underwater world? 
Or a T rex? Just pop on these cool glasses to see 
the world through others’ eyes. 22 interchangeable 
lenses, includes an information leaflet.

6VSTW $49.00
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Swirl Ball
The huge clear bouncy ball that 
becomes a glittering cloud in use.  
• 10cm dia

3TBSW $28.95

Stro-Boing
Bright lights bouncer.  
• 6cm dia

3TBSB $11.95

Moonlight Cushion
A simple tap of this white plush fur cushion will 
bring it to life, or switch it off. Removable cover 
for easy cleaning. 3 x AA.  • 35 x 35cm

5ILPL $119.00

Plasma Sphere
A mesmerizing 15cm diameter sphere 
on stand which creates patterns of 
light that rotate inside the ball. 3 x AA.  
• 13.5 cm dia 18 cm high

3CLPS $29.95

Flashing Orbit Ball
This ball flashes for 12 seconds 
after any bounce.  • 7cm dia

8FOBA $13.75

Boing Pro
Rubbery light-filled ball, every time it’s 
squeezed it changes colour. 2 x AA.  • 8cm dia

3TBPR $35.00

Tethered Boing x1
The popular Boing Pro can be hung and 
swung by a lanyard.

3TBPRS $26.95

Light Up Asterix Ball
Fat spokes illuminate when this erratic ball 
bounces.  • 8cm dia

3LABL $13.95

Eye Candy | Visual

Small, portable, palm-of-

the-hand products that 

mesmerise and distract, 

the simplest ideas can be 

the best.
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Underwater Light Show
This floating disco ball creates an amazing 
underwater light show. 5 modes. 3 x AAA.

3UWLS $23.95

Mini Infinity
A universe in the palm of your hand.  
• 7cm dia

3MINF $15.95

Crystal Ball Lamp
Bathes a darkened room in an ever-changing magical 
dreamlike light show. 3x AA.

3CYBL $33.00

inFUNities - Star
A deep infinity effect appears on both sides! 2 x AA.  
• 15cm dia

3FUNS $53.00

inFUNities - Heart

3FUNH $38.00

inFUNities - Circle

3FUNC $38.00

Fibre Optic Plume
Graceful illuminated fibres.  • 35 x 8.5cm dia

9FOLP $36.95

Infinity Mirror
Guaranteed to make anyone look 
out of this world’. 3x AA.  • 23cm dia

4MINF $33.95

NEW

Hypnogizmo
Cascading mathematical motion - Eye-
entrancing, brain-bending kinetic 
flow. Give this wild wonder a twist.  
• 22 x 12 x 12cm

9HYPN $89.00

Visual | Eye Candy
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Fantastik
You can stop this mesmeric fan with a finger 
without fear. 3 x AAA.  • 11cm

3FANT $14.95

Popitoppity
Push-powered jumping bead action, very repeatable.  
• 18 x 14cm

3BOPT $59.00

Spin | Visual

Infinity Spinner Top
Button activated spinning! Spins a 
long time and flashes Kaleidoscope 
patterns. 3 x AAA .

3NFTP $15.95

Meteor Storm
Push the button and the ring of 
light spins creating changing multi-
coloured patterns. 3 x AA inc.  
• 19 x 9cm

9SPSP $24.95

Press & Glow Spinner
Press the star down to activate the 
spinning lights and music, or just leave 
on and the music will occasionally play 
on its own! 6 months + approximately 
7” tall. 3x AA inc.  • 18 x 18cm

6PAGS $25.95

NEW

Giant Fantastic
Big visual impact, safe soft impact. 3x AAA.  
• 18 x 5cm

9VSWS $14.95
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Wooden Top
Push the patterned papers onto the pin and then provide spin.  
• 16 x 25cm dia

3WDTP $72.95

See Inside Balls
A set of 4 transparent balls filled with different brightly 
coloured objects, contrast the light and silent with the 
heavy and loud.  • 21cm

6SINB $210.00

NEW

Contrast Cubes x3
Each cube has 3 red sides 
and 3 black and white 
different pattern sides.  
Made from cotton fabric 
and foam.  • 15 x 15 x 15cm

6VCTC $169.00

NEW

Spin n Slide
Fidget spinners on a stick. Much easier to spin, much 
easier to hold, the spinners also slide up and down, 
considerably more fun. You can add your own spinners.  
• 19cm

3SPNS $53.00

Visual | Movement

New

Hand Held Aquarium
Turn the tube and the fish swim up the tube 
through a swirl  of glitter.  • 33 x 5cm dia

6VHHA $129.00
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Movement | Visual

Kaleidoscope
This jumbo-sized 
kaleidoscope comes with a 
double-colour glitter wand. 
Both of the colours create 
fun “slow-motion” images.  
• 23cm

4KALE $35.00

Glitter Tube
Turn the tube over and the tiny 
metallic coloured foil leaves flutter 
through the non-toxic liquid.  • 28cm

4GLTT $15.95

Jumbo Glitter Tube
Strong plastic tube with slow-moving 
shiny elements within.  • 30cm

4JGLT $23.00

Liquid Timer Pack
21 different silent timers, as you turn the Liquid Timers 
you see the colours gradually rise and fall.

3LQTP $199.00

Colour Illusion
Full-colour display case, colour may 
vary.  • 7 x 12cm

6CLIL $13.00

Light up Aquarium x1
Interesting shapes gently float about in an illuminated tank. 
Shake to activate.  • 13 x 5cm

6LUAQ $17.00
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UV Bounce Balls x2
Fluorescent stars shine under a UV light.

9UVSTB $7.95

Uv Rods
Sturdy sticks that shine. Set of 4.

9UVRD $67.00

Fluorescent Bead Tube
Tip the tube and the glowing 
granules trickle down.  • 28cm

9UVBT $53.00

Glow Stars
With their adhesive backs you can stick 
them to anything. Jar of 135 stars in 2 
different sizes.

9NGLS $17.25

NEW

UV Roller Rattle
Fluorescent beads tumble noisily 
around inside.  • 275 x 43 x 43cm

6MRFL $79.00

NEW

Flashing Baton
Soft sided illumination with 8 modes. 3x AG13 inc .  
• 39 x 25cm Dia

9KTFB $8.45

Disco Ball
Hard ball with internal 
movement, tap for lights.  
• 4cm dia

3TBDB $7.95

NEW

Double Disco Stick
Handheld flashing projector, with 3 
modes. 3 x AAA inc.  • 245 x 5cm

3VDDS $10.45

UV Stretchy Bangles
Set of 5 durable rings.  • 20cm dia

3UVSB $29.95

Flexi Ball
UV responsive and lovely to 
squash. 4 colours available. one 
supplied.  • 9cm dia

3UVFL $7.25

Visual | UV Toys
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UV Carpet
A finely woven carpet with a pattern of coloured, 
fluorescent threads. The carpet is soft to touch and 
hard wearing.  • Per Square Metre

9UVCT $339.00

UV Torch
Low power for close up work. 4x AA.  • 17cm

9UVTC $35.00

The Cosy Cave
Pop-up lightweight structure 
with a double nylon skin that 
blocks out the light, creating a 
perfect spot for UV illumination 
or time-out in seconds. The roof 
is removable, allowing peeking 
or complete access as required.  
• 1m cube

9UVCC $115.00

Cosy Cave Kit
Perfect little kit for dark places. Colour 
Change Egg, Fibre Optic Plume, UV Torch, 
Fluorescent Bead Tube, Colour Flashing 
Baton, glow in the dark Sensory Ball, Disco 
Ball. Contents may vary.

9UCCK $145.00

Fluorescent Turner
Each tube spins easily and contains different 
coloured line lite beads which glow brightly under 
UV light. The tubes are mounted on a robust wooden 
frame.  • 30 x 25cm

6FLTR $209.00

UV Toys | Visual

UV Searchlight
Illuminates a small area. 3x AAA, 
Inc.  • 10 x 4cm dia

9FLTC $83.00

Providing the opportunity for a 
completely diff erent way of experiencing 
colour and light, UV is a gateway to a 
whole host of new and unique visual 
experiences. Hugely eff ective in an 
enclosed space, free of natural light, 
the vivid colours shine and encourage 
productive participation.

UV Bar
High powered UV illumination 
from long-lasting LEDs.  
• 50 x 5 x 6cm

9UVBAR $199.00
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Communication UV Kit
UV Paints, a Pen, Letters, and Chalk Markers.

9UVKO $341.00

Gross Motor UV Kit
Ball, Bean Bags, Scarves and Slinky.

9UVKGM $55.00

Fine Motor UV Kit
Rattle, Slinky and Tangle.

9UVKFM $139.00

Fluorescent Chimeabout
Spins easily. UV acrylic strips, with mirrors on one 
side. Each strip has a bell which jingles when it is 
spun.  • 23 x 20cm

6TMMCL $185.00

UV Mat
Really tough and fun under UV light, this creates a 
jewel-like stained glass effect if hung on a window 
pane.  • 1m square

9UVMAT $645.00

Visual | UV Toys

Black Bag
UV kit.

9UVKX $1,079.00

Rotating Bead Wheel
Fluorescent sparkling beads swoosh with a 
gentle rain-like sound when you turn the wheel 
slowly, increase the revs to increase the intensity.  
• Base: 25 x 20 x 30cm, Face: 22 x 22 x 6cm

6RTBW $231.00

NEW

UV Paints
Set 4 Fluorescent and 1 Glow in the Dark paint set.  
Brilliant to get creative. 150ml each bottle.

9UVBBP $12.99
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Laser Stars Projector
Hi-tech ceiling display. Laser light illuminates 
a wide field, filling your ceiling with pin-pricks 
of twinkling green “stars”. Very impressive. 
Transformer.  • 22 x 24 x 28cm

9NLST $399.00

Projectors | Visual

Kaleidoscope Lamp
Sends gently moving ripples of light around 
a darkened room. 3 x AA.  • 13 x 8cm

3KLDL $18.95

Aura Projector
Silent LED projector, with 
interchangeable effect wheels. A 
bright and dimmable light is perfect 
in a bedroom. Includes a timer so 
you don’t need to turn it off. Remote 
control via WiFi. Includes wall mount 
and one Liquid Wheel. Large range 
of compatible wheels pages 119-121. 
Transformer.  • 20 x 20 x 20cm

9AUPJ $479.00

Sensory Liquid DVD
Specially created moving images and music to 
encourage the brain to produce its own naturally 
calming alpha brainwaves which help reduce 
anxiety and encourage relaxation.

9SLDV $33.95
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Slimline Projector
Throws a pleasant circular liquid image in a darkened 
room. Includes 1 wheel, mains, and transformer. 
Transformer.  • 10 x 27 x 24cm

9NPJSL $289.00

4 Liquid Wheels
Lots of different 
colours.

9NPJSA $186.00

3 Graphic Wheels
These wheels can be quickly 
changed to give different 
effects.

9NPJSLS 
$155.00

Starlight Projector
This nightlight projects a starry sky in a 
darkened room. 4 x AA.  • 14cm

3STLP $23.99

Visual | Projectors

Mini-mOcean
This speaker amplifies an MP3 player and creates 
a lovely fluid pattern on the ceiling. 4 x AA.  
• 13 x 13 x 13cm

3MIMO $109.00

Northern Lights Projector
Multi-coloured LEDs project a fascinating light show onto walls and 
ceilings. Two patterns and eight different colour modes. 3x AA.

3AUNL $69.00

Water Projector
Projects a watery effect on surfaces. Select a 
single colour or rotate colours for a dream-like 
effect. Control speed and brightness with the 
remote control. mains.  • 19 x 10 x 11cm

3WTPJ $125.00

Star Lamp Projector
A spinning light show, stars light up within the toy while 
colours illuminate the ceiling. 3 x AA.  • 14cm

3SLMP $45.00
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Gentle Disco | Visual

Vecta Jr.
Highly mobile and lightweight sensory 
cart. The Vecta Jr carries a Budget 
Hurricane Tube, a Bluetooth compatible 
Radio and a set of 100 Fibre Optic Tails.  
• W: 41cm x D: 51cm x H: 122cm

9VCJR $3,300.00

Mobile Corner Podium
Budget Hurricane Column in a 
well-built Podium (50cm tall) on 
good casters with sturdy mirrors.  
• 70 x 70 x 130cm

9MPC $2,995.00

Tube Train
The Hurricane tube packs neatly away beneath 
the padded seat within the wooden train. 4 
good casters make this a mobile sensory station.  
• Body 75 x 41 x 45cm, Funnel height: 82cm

9TRAIN $1,595.00
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Mini Bubbler
Switch-controlled and sturdy. 
Transformer.  • 66cm x 10cm dia

3BCSST $745.00

Budget Bubble Tube
Our Budget Bubble Tubes are switch adapted 
for bubble control. The colours cycle brightly 
in a darkened room. They are not as robust 
as the 15cm dia. columns. Transformer.  
• 120cm x 10cm dia

9BC120U $655.00

Visual | Bubble Columns

Tabletop Hurricane
Highly interactive tabletop reward, children 
can cover the grill at the top with their 
hands to affect the airflow.  • 60 x 10cm dia

3HCSST $739.00

Budget Hurricane Tube
A waterless column, switch 
controllable and highly interactive.  
• 120 x 10cm dia

9HC120U $655.00

Column Carry Case
Our Mini Bubbler and 
Hurricane Tubes zip into 
this secure foam block.

9CLCC $251.00
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Magic Light Table
Strong and light with a 16 colour change 
sequence you can use wet and dry 
materials on this illuminated surface.  
• 47cm dia x H: 15cm

7RMLT $599.00

Stand for Light Table
Folds for easy storage.

7RMLTS $145.00

Light Table Play Trays
The tray sits securely on the Light Table, allowing for more 
creative play including the use of water and other materials.  
• Length 6cm x Width 54cm x Height 54cm

7RMLTT $155.00

Light Panel | Visual

View-Thru Geometric Solids
Transparent, 3–D shapes introduce volume. Fill them with liquid or sand, they 
clean easily.  • 5cm

7VTGS $32.00

Jelly Shapes
4 colourful glittery shapes that lie flat on a 
light table.  • 19cm

3JSHP $24.50

Jelly Fish
4 Colourful glittery shapes 
perfect for a light table.  • 20cm

3JFSH $22.95

Light & Sand Table Top
A well-made light box with large colour 
changing buttons and a clever acrylic insert 
for illuminated sand and messy play.Sand 
& Toys to be purchased separately. mains.  
• 60 x 60 x 12cm

4LTSD $485.00
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Mood Sphere
Very strong illuminated sphere fades smoothly through the entire spectrum of shades 
from a cool ultra-violet to a warm red. Remote control for colour choice included. 
Suitable for outdoor use. Charges like a phone. Approx 10 hours of light per charge.  
• 40cm, 80kg max

5MDSP $249.00

Sensory Mood Cube
Strong square space. Batt 
Rx. inc.  • 40cm cube

5MDSQ $311.00

Sensory Mood Egg
 Batt Rx. inc.  • 30 x 30 x 37cm

5MDEG $211.00

Visual | Illumination
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AUDITORY

Illumination | Visual

Grab n Go Visual Sensory Kit
Bag, Fantastik, a  pair of Light Up 
Maracas, Colour Change Egg, Visual 
Rainmaker, Glitter Tube,  2 x Mushroom 
Kaleidoscopes,  6 x Watersnakes, 1 x 
Disco Ball, Diffraction Roly Poly Drum, 
Rotating Disc Puzzle, Fascination 
Tube, set 3 Shaped Mirror, Zig Zag, 
Kaleidoscope, UV Stars, Laughing Dog, 
Blow bubbles, Mini Fish tank, Wacky Ball, 
Mini-mOcean, 2 x Glow Balloons, Penguin 
Helter Skelter, Infinity Spinning Top, 
Cogwheels, Mini Spinning Top and Colour 
Mixing Glasses. Contents may vary.  
• Storage Bag Included

9GNGVD $1,499.00

Round Bubble Table
Colour changing lights have the ability to captivate both 
Adults and Children. Colours change automatically into 
a range of different pretty colours or can be set to the 
colour of your choice. The table has secure glass for 
safety.  • H: 30cm, 60cm dia

7RBTL $949.00

Interactive Tiles
Weight activated hotspot, colours change when you 
are on, and stay fixed when you go. Priced individually.

6ITTL $475.00

Rope Light
8 meters of illumination, 8 interesting 
functions,  including a handy timer.  
Suitable for use indoors and out. 3x AA.  
• 8m (1cm dia)

3RPLT $43.00
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AUDITORY

Auditory processing disorder (APD) or 

Auditory Hypersensitivity can affect 

people of all ages, but it often starts in 

childhood.

It can affect your ability to understand 

speech, distinguish sounds, and 

concentrate around background noise.

But it doesn’t have to be a barrier 

when it comes to playtime! We 

provide a wide range of fun auditory 

toys to help explore and develop this 

important sense.

 

Look out for our Resonance selection 

which magnifies the vibration inherent 

in sound, enabling us to feel as well as 

hear sounds. 

Look in COMMUNICATION for 

musical instruments and find noisy 

puzzles in COGNITION.
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Noisy Tube
People just enjoy playing with this. It is entertaining and 
fun to listen to, watch and play with. A length of springy, 
colourful plastic that when waved about creates tones.  
• 76cm

3TUBE $5.95

Wiggly Giggly Shaker
Rugged plastic meow making 
machine.  • 8 x 5cm dia

9WISH $11.50

Wiggly Giggly Ball
Helium-filled ball with a live mouse inside! Roll 
the ball and the mouse squeals with delight. 
Newer models have replaced the mouse/helium 
combination with a mechanical squeaker (No 
animals were harmed during the writing of this 
text).  • 18cm dia

9WIGIL $46.00

Rain Maker
The Rain Maker is 
a traditional North 
American Indian child’s 
toy. When shaken or 
turned upside down 
the sound produced is 
soothing, like that of 
falling rain. Made from 
cactus, check for loose 
spines.  • 50cm

3RAIN $43.00

Noisy Toys | Auditory

Musical Cuboid
The 6 switches play tunes by an award-
winning arranger on drums, flute, piano, 
guitar, orchestra and tuba. Lights illuminate 
your instrument choice to the beat, and you 
can sing along using the songbook (included). 
3 x AA.  • 13cm

3EMBR $69.00

Cozy Phones - Fox
Washable headband that holds 
a pair of removable headphones 
near the wearer’s ears.  
• 12 x 9 x 3 + 90cm cord

3COZYX $69.00

Frog

3COZYF $69.00

Panda
• 13 x 9 x 3cm

3COZYP $69.00

NEW

Laughing Bag x1
A whole lot of laughs - tap to 
unleash.  • 14cm

4FFLB $10.95

NEW

Penguin Musicial Wobbler
Bring this wibbly wobbly musical 
mechanical penguin to life with the 
lightest of touches.  • 112 x 9 x 126cm

4MPWM $35.00
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Roly the Laughing Dog
Movement sensitive pooch rolls 
about with delight when you activate 
his light sensor. 3 x AA.  • 30cm

4ROLD $39.90

Melody Snaily
A soft plush roll-up musical Snail. Each note plays a different tune 
or can be used as a keyboard using the colour coded music cards. 
Velcro straps allow you to attach. 2 x AA.  • 24cm

4MLSN $55.00

Auditory | Noisy Toys

Activity Centre  Small
A beautifully crafted freestanding 
wooden activity centre can be used 
either on the floor or on a table top. 
Features eight different sensory play 
activities that children will love to 
explore.  • 35 x 58 x 28cm

6ACNS $599.00

Musical Owl
Beautiful hand painted 
wise old owl wooden 
percussion kit, with 
cymbals, drums, xylophone 
and guiro. Includes two 
beaters  (stored in the feet).  
• 39 x 30 x 12cm

3MOWL $69.00

NEW

Retro Music Player
This MP3 highly durable player is very easy to operate with just three 
controls:  Start, Skip & Stop. The music will always continue from where it 
was last stopped. Setting up the player is undertaken by friends, family or 
carers, as a one time process. 4GB about 1500 songs.  • 30 x 19 x 11cm

3ASMP $329.00

NEW

Beanbag Sounds x3
Each silky soft beanbag 
makes a different noise: 
Rattle; squeak; and crunch 
the lace tail to makes 
catching easier. Separate 
inner lining for strength.

6SSBB $69.00
NEW

Rabit Tat Tat
Excellent Illuminated drum pad with great 
features: Record and playback function with 
voice distortion; Follow the lights game; 
Drum along with familiar songs. 4 x AA inc.  
• Height 14cm x Length 44cm x Width  27cm

3MRTT $111.00
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Bell Spiral
The bell tinkles as it spins 
in, and again as it spins out, 
but not when it gets there.  
• 25 x 30 x 22cm dia

6BLSP $235.00
Illuminated Tambourine
Give it a tap and it flashes its lights. 3 x AAA inc.  
• 22 x 13 x 4cm

3ILTB $9.99

Gentle Noise | Auditory

Clatterpillar
A jolly instrument in disguise. Raise one 
hand while lowering the other and the 
Clatterpillar comes to life.  • 23 x 8cm

3CLTP $23.95

Kid’s Ear defenders
A folding compact hearing protection 
earmuff for children over 6 months of 
age. Weighing only 190grams they have an 
average noise reduction rating of 25db.

3EMKE $75.00

Baby Earmuffs
Adjust the soft headband for a good fit 
for babies up to 18 months and quiet 
the world around.  • 7 x 9cm

3BSEM $75.00

Noisy Pillow Green
Green with blue frills, 
and orange corners.  
• 31 x 31cm

3NPGR $42.95

Noisy Pillow Orange
Double-sided washable pillows have 
a quiet soft side and a noisy active 
side.

3NPOR $42.95

Noisy Pillow Yellow

3NPYL $42.95

Pop Pop Piano
Very odd keyboard.  The removable dome keeps the flying 
pieces contained if you like.  The Keys, not only pop they also 
play a note or a silly sound. 3 x AA.  • 22.5 x 27.5 x 14cm

3PPPO $96.00

Hush Buddy™ Tiger
For children who need increased quiet for sensitivity reasons. Each one has 
comfortable, cushioned ear pads that go around, not resting on, the ears to block 
out the maximum amount of external noise. Hush Buddy features an industry 
leading noise reduction rating (NRR) of 27dB.  • 15 x 13cm

3HBTI $53.95

Hush Buddy - Panda

3HBTP $53.95

Hush Buddy - Bear

3HBTB $53.95
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Auditory | Gentle Noise

Bell Flower
Multiple bells tumble about 
within if you give it a spin.  
• 25 x 20 x 28cm dia

6BLFL $235.00

Touch Ring Rattle Rainbow
Lovely wooden rattle.  • 11cm

3TRRR $21.45

Chime Tree
A nudge is usually enough to dislodge fruit 
from this noisy tree. Turning is noisier than 
spinning though.  • 25 x 30 x 22cm dia

6CHTR $235.00

Flip Fingers
Bells hide within these spinning fingers.  
• 25 x 35cm 

6FLFP $223.00

Sight and Sound Drum
A sumptuous compendium of spin. Four 
tubes enclose a variety of stuff. They spin 
and so does the drum that holds them.  
• 26 x 20 x 20cm

6SASD $235.00

Concertina
Squeeze and pull this squeaky 
toy.  • 10 x 20 x 10cm

3CONC $53.00

NEW

Contrast Roller Rattles x2
Contrasting beads tumble noisily 
around inside.  • 275 x 43 x 43cm 

6MRBW $125.00

NEW

Colour Roller Rattles x3
Colourful beads tumble noisily 
around inside.  • 275 x 43 x 43cm 

6MRCL $189.00
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Noise Making | Auditory

Bell Ball
Special firm foam, pleasant 
to grip.  • 15cm dia

3SQBC $48.00

Trumpet Steps
6 non-slip discs, 3 of which make a wonderful 
sound when you step on them.  • 33cm dia

6TRST $261.00

Footnotes
8 rugged notes that can be spread 
around. Jump on them to play them. 
They should not be left outside.

3FOOT $1,185.00

Jingle Ball Clear
Tiny bells sound when the ball is 
moved.  • 55cm dia

9THJB $49.00 Balls in a Ball Clear
The cavernous space 
makes a deep sound as 
the smaller balls move.  
• 48cm dia

9THBB $51.00

Physio Roll Balls
Medium-sized Physio Roll, very 
engaging.  • 90 x 50cm dia

9PTHBB $85.00

NEW

Wall Sounds - Metalfoc
Plywood Fire Engine panel with 
removeable xylophone.  • 48 x 48cm

3AWSM $231.00

NEW

Wall Sounds - Xylocluf
Plywood train panel with removeable wooden 
notes.  • 48 x 48cm

3AWSX $249.00

NEW

Wall Sounds - Carillonbell
Plywood panel with removable bells: change 
the sequence of the bells to make a melody.  
• 48 x 48cm

3AWSC $311.00
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Echo Ball
Shakes with an explosion of 
movement and gentle echoing 
sound.

3ECBL $24.95

Squistle
Squeezable referee’s whistle.  
• 7cm

3SQST $29.00

Wak-a-Tubes
A full octave of tuned plastic tubes that everyone can play. They are tough and 
colourful and extremely entertaining.  • 30 x 65cm

3BOOM $79.00

Wak-A- Rap
Carries 8 tubes, or holds them like a xylophone. Tubes not included.

3WAKTR $39.00

Original Answer Buzzers
Game-show buzzers with four 
different sounds- honking horn, 
boxing bell, doorbell and boing! 2 x 
AAA each.  • 9cm dia

3ABUZ $45.00

Light And Sounds Buzzers
These buzzers light up when pushed and sound 
out Siren, Charge, Laser and Buzzer. 2 x AAA each.  
• 9cm dia

3ABSL $49.00

Auditory | Noise Making

Crazy Windmill
A riot of colour and sound at the slightest 
provocation.  • 35 x 25 x 20cm

6CRZW $195.00

Pop Toobs Set of 3
Connectable bendable tubes 
that make silly popping sounds.  
• 25 x 25 x 20cm

9PPTB $13.95

Farmyard Answer Buzzers
Game-show buzzers with four different sounds- 
cockerel, cow, dog and horse. 2 x AAA each.  
• 9cm dia

3ABFY $45.00
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Percussion | Auditory

Basic Music Kit
19 musical instruments in a 
strong storage box.

4BAMK $299.00

Dream Drum
Award-winning resonating 
drum with 3 different beaters 
to explore the lovely soothing 
meditative sounds and a carry 
case (it can be used outside).  
• L 29cm x w 29cm x H 27cm

3DRDR $569.00

Ocean Drum
Create waves of sound gently striking the 
shore.  • 25cm dia

4OCDR $38.00

Bodhran Drum
Thick cowhide stretched over a strong 
beech frame gives a very soft note and 
feels lovely.  • 30 x 30cm

3BODR $125.00

Baby Tambourine
Good old-fashioned jingles protected behind a screen.

3BYTB $16.95

NEW

Tongue Drum
Steel drum with 8 
note targets to strike.  
• 20cm Dia x 12.7cm high

3ATDR $221.00

Bead Drum
A great drum sound enhanced by the shaking of the 
beads inside.  • 25cm dia

4BDDR $29.00

NEW

Steel Pan Drum
Handmade and 
minimised in Trinidad, 
this authentic tabletop 
Steel Pan Drum is 
tuned to C major and 
has a brightly coloured 
9 note target range.  
includes 6 song cards. 
Includes beaters & stand.  
• 25cm dia

3ASPD $199.00
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Bondina Bells
Swing to ring.  • 58 x 13 x 14cm

3BOBE $149.00

Hand Bells
Diatonic set of 8 top quality coloured Hand Bells with thick 
wooden handles. Each bell is marked with its note, and the set 
includes playing guides for some simple tunes.  • 14cm

3HABE $145.00

Bell House
All is quiet in this charming little wooden village. 
The two batons are about to shake things up a little.  
• 33 x 33 x 13cm

3XLBH $65.00

Kidsplay Deskbell Set
Eight clearly labelled and 
brightly coloured bells in the 
scale of C that can be played 
without lifting them from a 
surface by pressing the button. 
Sure to be a hit.  • 8cm dia

3KIDE $169.00

Auditory | Bells

Pat Bells Station
5 tuned (pentatonic) bells hide beneath their 
attractive buttons, tap them to hear the bell 
ring, combine them to make lovely melodies.

3PATB $235.00

Body Bells
Strong plastic bell shells, with rubbery joints. Make 
moving noisy, or can you move without ringing the bells?

3BOBL $96.00

Grab n Go Auditory Sensory Kit
Bag, Active Rainmaker, Bodhran Drum, Clatterpillar, Concertina, Singalong Nursery Rhymes 
Puzzle set 1 and set 2, Laughing Dog, Farm Sound Blocks, Vehicle Sound Blocks, Sound Activated 
Parrot, 3 Piece Traditional Percussion Set, Windchime, Bendy Bells, Noisy Tube, Sleigh Bells, 
Farmyard Answer Buzzers, CD Box Set, Set 3 Space Blankets, 2 x Egg Shakers, Tri-Me Sounds, 
Squistle, Sea Sound Toy, Squeak DropBox, Multi Voice Changer. Contents may vary.

9GNGAD $1,215.00
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Resonance Cushion
This Pillow packs a powerful punch. Use it in combination 
with any other resonance item for a stereo experience.  
• 46 x 33 x 10cm

9RSCN $255.00

Resonance Beanbag
A beanbag with a beat. The special speaker 
inside provides strong musical resonance.  
• 8 cubic feet

9RSCB $699.00

Resonance Starfish
Highly detailed and tactile character 
in heavy duty fabric with varying 
soft textures. Comfortable to relax 
on and bright enough to stimulate 
play, resonates with music. Easy 
care with removable washable 
covers.  • 109 x 111 x 20cm

9RSST $476.00

Resonance Crab
• 98 x 103 x 17cm

9RSCR $475.00

Typically we think of music as being ‘heard’ by the ear, our 
most sensitive organ to the vibrations in the air. When the 
notes are very deep we also feel them with our body. Such 
vibration is the basis of Vibroacoustic therapy. The TFH 
Resonance Range magnifi es musical vibrations so they are 
felt more easily. All Resonance items require a Hi-Fi

Resonance CD
12 original tracks composed to really make 
the resonance range rock.  6 distinctive styles: 
Dance; Pop; Funk; World; Classical and Mellow.  
• 60 minutes

9RSCD $62.00

Resonance | Auditory

Resonance Hi-Fi & Speakers
Specially adapted Hi-Fi. Set up perfectly to drive our resonance items, 
while still providing a balanced audio output. Current model Includes 
Radio, CD player and MP3 Auxiliary-in, USB & Bluetooth compatible. Two 
200W channels suitable for 2 resonance items or a resonance waterbed.  
Includes remote control. Model subject to change.

9HIFI $995.00

Echo Chamber
Sitting on this simple pliant platform is popular 
because it creates a dished surface on which 
things roll towards you, and any noise it makes 
rolling toward you resonates through your body. 
It will also resonate your voice back to you if you 
lie on it.  • 120 x 120 x 10cm

9RSEC $585.00
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Welcome to the TACTILE chapter! 

Our skin is our largest sensory organ. 

Tickling labels and unfamiliar fabrics 

can be annoying but, for those who are 

tactile defensive or sensitive, it can be 

unbearable.

We believe that exposure to new 

textures can be fun and that through 

controlled tactile play we can widen 

our senses and reduce unpleasant 

experiences.

Products in this section have been 

specially chosen for the tactile seekers 

among us. Products may help to reduce 

mouthing and other self-stimulatory 

behaviours.

Note, if you are looking for toys 

that vibrate, take a look at our 

PROPRIOCEPTION chapter which also 

carries items to squeeze, brush, and 

apply forms of deep pressure.

TACTILE
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Chew Noodle:- Colour: White
Chew on the move with this discreet clip-on tube. Light to 
moderate chew.  • 20 x 1 cm dia

3CHND $22.00

Chew Noodle:- Colour: Red
The bumps add an extra dimension. Light to moderate 
chew.  • 20 x 1 cm dia

3CHNDR $25.00

Chew Noodle:- Colour: Blue
The bumps add an extra dimension. Light to moderate 
chew.  • 20 x 1 cm dia

3CHNDB $25.00

Chewy Tube :- Colour: Yellow
Built for chewing; resilient & rubbery. Latex-
free. Designed for small jaws (6-24 months). 
Light to moderate chew.  • 8cm

3CHEWY $12.95

Chewy Tube :- Colour: Red
Hollow oral/motor for 24 months +  Light to 
moderate chew.  • 8cm

3CHEWR $12.95

Chewy Tube:- Colour: Blue
Largest, hollow oral/motor tool. Heavy duty 
chew.  • 8cm

3CHEWB $12.95

Chewy Tube :- Colour: Green
Knobs provide tactile stimulation. Light/
moderate chew.  • 8cm

3CHEWG $12.95

Light Chew | Tactile

Dog Tags
2 on an adjustable cotton cord. A 
nice sensory bounce – for mild to 
moderate chewers.  • 4.8 x 0.6cm

3CGDT $36.00 Chew Lolli
Chew with a sturdy grip or attachment. 
Light to moderate chew.

3CHLI $12.95

Chew Lolli Knobbly
just as tough, much more tactile.

3CHLIN $12.95

Adult Neckerchew Navy
3-layered & reversible the 
Neckerchew is a quality cotton bib 
with a built-in chew that is always 
handy and never dropped, though 
not suitable for aggressive chewers.

3NKNV $34.95

Junior Neckerchew:- 
Pattern: Stripe

3NKST $33.95

Junior Neckerchew:- 
Pattern: Pink

3NKPN $33.95

Adult Neckerchew:- Colour: Pink

3NKCR $34.95
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Chew Ayzee
Two very tough chew letters.  A 
can be attached to a cord, Z is 
knobbled. Moderate to heavy 
chew.

3CHAZ $16.95

Tactile | Heavy Chew

Chew Stick Jr
Fairly tough double-ended chew with 
in-line grip. Moderate chew.

3CHCSJ $16.95

Tiger Band
Very heavy-duty cuff with an attractive tiger 
motif. Moderate to heavy chew.  • 5 x 3.5cm

3CHTB $16.95

Tread
Suitable for moderate to aggressive chewers.  
• 9 x 1.5cm

3CGTD $28.00

Tread: Small
Suitable for moderate to aggressive chewers.  
• 7.5 x 1.5cm

3CGTDC $28.00

Chew Noodle - Max
Our most durable Noodle.  
• 20 x 1cm dia

3CHEWM $34.00

Chew Noodle - Super
Bumpy and tough.  • 20 x 1cm dia

3CHEWS $34.00

Chewear Bangle: Jet Black
Very resistant soft medical grade 
silicone chew bangle.

3CHBGJ $23.99

Chewear Bangle: Blossom
Very resistant soft medical grade 
silicone chew bangle. Moderate to 
heavy chew.

3CHBGB $23.99

Chewear Bangle: 
Turquoise
Very resistant soft medical grade 
silicone chew bangle. Moderate to 
heavy chew.

3CHBGT $23.99

Sparkle
Very resistant soft medical grade 
silicone chew bangle. Moderate to 
heavy chew.  • 8cm Circumference

3CHBGSP $23.99
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Touch & Feel | Tactile

Grab n Go Tactile Sensory Kit
Bag, My Garden Friends, Fluffy Glove, Vibrating Snake, Animal 
Print Glove, Vibro Cushtie, Massage Knobble Brush, Vibrating 
Pouch, Black chewear bangle, 6 x Watersnakes, Instant Sculture, 
Tactile Box, Textured Tangle junior, Ribbed Quoit, Koosh Ball, 
Spider Ball, Bumpy Ball-Small, Tactile Back Strap, 3 x Space 
Blankets, Pillow With Knobs, Chicken And Egg, Linkits, Colour 
Roller Ball Massager, Tactile Buddeez, Tactile Building Blocks, 
Benefeet Mat,Tactile Beanbags and Egg Shakers. Contents may 
vary.

9GNGTD $1,215.00

Sensory Tactile Balls
Shape and Sound Sensory Balls 
provide an interesting tactile 
and audible experience thanks to 
their interesting shapes and rattle 
inside. Set of 4.  • Approx 6cm dia

4TC4B $24.95

Sensory Ball
Soft and chunky plastic ball in 
which six more interesting balls 
can nestle. Push them in and ease 
them out.  • 22cm tall

4TCBL $56.00

Sensory Bead Curtain
Tough wooden base above which dangles a curtain of cool 
metal chains.  • 38cm

5LKTBC $211.00

Our Skin is the largest of our sensory 
systems, and the one most strongly 
associated with both pleasure and irritation. 
Our sense of touch is also highly infl uential 
in the organisation of our nervous system. 
A rich sensory diet of interesting and varied 
surfaces can help balance our internal 
wiring.

NEW

Sensory Shapes & Balls 
Set of 9 interesting balls.  • 7 - 18cm dia

6TSSB $99.00

NEW

Jumbo Shimmery Squishball
The viscous interior gives this ball 
great splatability, but it reforms itself 
brilliantly.  • 11cm dia

5JSHSB $16.95

NEW

Sparkly Splatball
The sparkly viscous interior gives 
this ball great splatability, but it 
reforms itself brilliantly.  • 11cm dia

5JSPSB $15.95

NEW

Jellyball Zurb
Filled with hundreds of colourful jelly-like orbs this 
squishy toy feels great.  • ???

5ZURB $15.99
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Koosh Ball
Popular Latex tactile ball; easy to catch, 
interesting to hold.  • 8cm dia

7KBSL $11.95

Tactile | Squashy

Spaghetti Stress Ball
Lovely gooey feeling, 
like noodles dripping 
through your fingers.  
• L: 28 x W: 4.5 x  D: 8cm

3SPSB $36.95

Wibbly Worm
He wiggles, he squishes, he bounces, he lights 
up and he is just plain fun to touch. He has 
a big loop at one end that makes it easy to 
wiggle or bounce.  • 25 x 9cm

3WBWM $7.95

Flashing Squashy Caterpillar
Flashing Squashy puffer toy with light-up body 
sections. 17cm.  • Batt inc

3TFSC $11.25

Flashing Squeezy Ghost
Squishy and lights up.  • 8cm

3TFSG $7.95

Flashing Squeezy Spider
If you squish me, I light up!

3TFSS $7.95

Flexi Ring
Very strong, brightly 
coloured, heavy duty plastic 
ring. Lovely to hold and easy 
to catch.  • 15cm

6TRFR $10.95

Ribbed Quoit
Really strong, soft plastic 
ring.  • 15cm

6TRTR $9.95

Spider Ball
Easy to catch, fun to hold. The legs make 
the ball stop as soon as it lands.  • 8cm

7SCARY $14.95

Squidgy Ball
Soft ball which needs only a little 
pressure to squeeze it.  • 8cm dia

6LSQY $9.25

Water Snakes - Family of Six
Try to hold onto them if you can.

4WTSK $26.25

The “give” inherent 

in soft and squidgy 

materials is stimulating 

for both our tactile and 

proprioceptive senses.  

Such stimulation is the 

basis for redirection 

or balancing over 

or under sensitive 

reactions.
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Tactile Pillow
Weighty buckwheat-filled pillow 
with 6 coloured tactile materials.  
• 51 x 33cm

5TCTP $85.00

Sensory Pillow Set
One foam insert and 5 different tactile skins. As an 
extra idea, try adding your own sensory objects to the 
pillows, for example fragranced pouches or beanbags.  
• 30cm square

9SECS $119.00

Giant Soft Book
Colourful fabric book with 8 large pages featuring textures 
and activities with crinkle material in each soft padded 
page. Features include crinkle wings, furry body, shiny 
wings, satin spots, peep-o-leaf, squeaky petal, dotty shell, 
sun mirror. Machine washable.  • 25cm square

1GNSB $36.95

Plush | Tactile

Crunchy Tactile Blanket
Six different materials in a machine-
washable patchwork quilt. Some 
squares crunch rather than rumple.  
• 94 x 140cm

9CRBL $199.00

Flip Fish
The interesting scales on this soft swimmer 
fold like flaps on a favourite book to reveal 
hidden pictures. The tail hides a squeaker.  
• 38 x 27cm

7FLFH $53.00

Tactile Feelie Mat
Lots to feel, hear and touch with 9 different sensory experiences in one mat.  Folds easily 
with convenient handle to take anywhere. Made of high-quality fabrics and compliant vinyl 
for easy care. Wipe with damp cloth and spot clean.  • 120cm square

6TFMT2 $731.00

NEW

Bright Snuggly Activity Blanket
Six pockets house six plush animals. Tuck-up each animal in their 
own beds. Includes activity guide with three methods of play: Match 
it, Say Goodnight and Rhyme it.  • 42 x 67cm

9BSAB $59.00
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Squash it
Squeeze the gel from one part to the other with a 
squishy noise.  • 25 x 14 x 2cm

3SQIT $45.00

Tactile | Tactile Hands

Aqua Gel Pack
This squishy shape can be cooled or heated 
and at every temperature its bead-filled 
interior is lovely to push around.  • 18 x 12cm

2TABP $12.00

Tangle Hairy
Twists and turns just like a Tangle, but its stretchy 
rubber spines make it a particularly great tactile 
experience.  • 16 x 5 x 2cm

6TNHY $14.95

Klickity
Every action causes a colourful, tactile 
reaction.

3KLCK $51.00

Instant Sculpture
Hundreds of cool metal rods fit to all the contours 
of a hand or face and create a three dimensional 
pattern. Reverse the frame and the rods slide away 
with a clunk.  • 18 x 12cm

6INSC $35.00

Large Puffer Ball
Super-size, squashy balls filled with air. 
It is hard to resist squeezing or bouncing 
them, and the short shimmying, rubber 
hairs just add to the tactile attraction.  
• 18cm dia

5FZPB $21.25

Rainbow Pin Art
Neon rainbow coloured pins.  
• 9cm x 12cm

6INRB $15.95

NEW

Gel Shapes x8
Each squeezable vinyl shape is filled with colourful gel 
beads that engage senses while keeping fidgety fingers 
busy and building fine motor skills. 4 fun shapes. 3 years 
plus. Various sizes: Rectange 15cm x 9cm, Square 12.5cm 
x 12.5cm, Triangle 13.5cm x13.5cm x 15.5cm, Circle 13cm 
dia.

6GBSS $89.00

NEW

Squidgy Fidgets Finger Set
These small gel-filled shapes are ideal 
for finger exercices.  • 10 x 4cm

6SFFS $33.95

NEW

Squidgy Fidgets Circle Set
These larger gel-filled shapes are ideal 
for hand (and feet!) manipulation.  
• 9 & 19cm dia

6SFCS $49.00
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Tactile Discrimination | Tactile

Sense Box
Explore the qualities of hidden objects.  
Reach in to touch, look through prisms 
and listen (and smell) through the trunk.  
• 40 x 25 x 31cm

8MSBX $91.00
Feel-It Box
One lovely wooden box with 
sliding roof and pleasant lining.  
• 25 x 15 x 15cm

3FLIB $71.00

Tactile Discs
16 wooden pairs of tactile material in a cotton 
bag.

3TDSC $87.00

Feelie Dice
Six cubes spin on their axis. Matching pairs 
can be found, and the order re-arranged.  
• 45 x 9 x 19cm

4TADC $221.00

Twiddle Classic
A luxurious lavender blue Twiddle embellished with 
rings of satin-textured fringe. Calms and comforts, 
while stimulating mental and physical activity with 
an interior soft plastic orbit ball, a loop of multi-
colored wooden beads, flowing textured ribbons, a 
Velcro® pull patch and a sealed satin crackle pouch. 
All Twiddles are machine-washable and dryer-
friendly. Just remember to remove all gadgets first!  
• 25 x 23 x 18cm

5TWCL $106.25

NEW

Tactile Blanket
Soft and light fleecy blanket (with a wadding 
inner) that will keep hands busy: Zip; Velcro Tab; 
3x Satin Hanging ribbons; Plastic Slider Buckle; 
Jingly Tassled Purple Heart; Shaggy Fur Square; 
Velvet Tab; Satin Bow. Machine Washable.  
• 59 x 45cm

6TTBL $169.00
NEW

Blue Twiddle Mitt
• 41 x 19 x 11cm

6TMBC $139.00

NEW

Pink Twiddle Mitt
• 41 x 19 x 11cm

6TMPD $56.00
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Tactile Bag
A set of 20 squares of material with 
different textures packed in a drawstring 
cotton bag.  • 8 x 8cm pieces

3MTXB $41.00

Tactile | Tactile Discrimination

Tactile Tower Orange
A diverse and beautiful range 
of rings from all over the 
world. Wonderfully sourced, 
and researched. You get three 
sorting bags and an activity 
guide with stories about 
the rings chosen for their 
contrasting textures, weights 
and interest. - Small parts.  
• 12 x 36cm

3TCTG $195.00

Tactile Tower:- Colour: 
Pistachio
• 12 x 36cm

3TCTP $195.00

Tactile Shapes Farm
• 20 x 20cm

4TFFM $33.95

Tactile Box
Crafty slanted wooden box 
displays all ten pairs of wood-
backed tactile materials.  
• 18 x 15cm

6TCBX $135.00

Tactile Shapes Bugs
Each chunky piece is easy to lift and can be played with away 
from the puzzle board. Underneath each piece are different 
textures that correspond to those in the board so they can 
be matched by feel as well as by eye.  • 20 x 20cm

4TFBG $34.95

Tactile Shapes Safari
• 20 x 20cm

4TFSF $34.95

NEW

Sensory Mini Mats x6
Non-slip mats with 6 engaging textures:  grass; glitter; 
sandpaper; plush; snake skin; carpet, can also be easily 
hung on a wall.  • 20 x 25cm

6TSMM $75.00
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Hourglass Sand & Water Tray
The feel of sand between your fingers, the coolness of the water against 
your skin.Designed to allow wheelchair access, the Hourglass Sand & Water 
Tray has two separate wells that encourage rummaging about in all sorts of 
materials, a great inspiration for gross motor work, sorting, body awareness 
and, above-all, tactile stimulation. The Hourglass Sand & Water Tray features: 
height adjustable legs, a pair of casters for mobility and a draining tap.  
• Tray 120 x 74cm, Adjustable clearance: 60 - 86cm

8HGSW $655.00

Wooden Cover
Enables space to be used when the water tray is not 
in use.  • 120 x 80 x 2cm

8HGSWC $171.00

Sand & Water | Tactile

Hourglass Stretchy Cover
Fabric fits smartly over the Hourglass to “put it 
away”.

8GHCV $39.25

Shape lets you 
get under and 

“Into” the space

Kinetic Sand
98% sand, but it binds together to make making 
easy.  • 5kg

5KNSD $91.00

Kinetic Sand
• 1kg

5KNSD1 $39.00
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Tactile | Sand & Water

Magic Hydrophobic Sand
Silicon vapour coating that repels water & keeps the sand dry 
even when submerged! Ready to mould, it can be used again 
and again.  • 3 x 25g bag

5HSSD $10.95

Stretchable Dough
Gluten free clay. Comes in a 10 pack of rainbow colors. This 
moldable compound doesn’t dry out and doesn’t stick to or 
stain fabrics and carpets!  • 14 x 4 x 5cm

5SKWS $69.00

Kinetic Rock
Mold it, build it, crush it! Kinetic Rock is made from 
real natural rock that magically sticks together and 
is packed in a boulder-shaped container. Dig out and 
discover the special treasures inside.  • 7 x 13 x 20cm

5ROCK $32.00

Inflatable Sensory Trays
3 soft PVC low-sided trays with drain spouts for quick 
and easy exploration.  • 55 x 42 x 8cm

5SIST $79.00
NEW

Laptop Tray
Sturdy solution for an individual 
work space.  • 6 x 26 x 26cm

5SLTT $26.95

NEW

Glow In The Dark Playfoam
Squashy shapeable blobs that shine 
in 8 different colours. Completely 
re-usable and easy to use.

9UVPF $29.75

NEW

Play Foam Combo
8 pots of squishy, squashy, shaping fun. The 
award-winning bead-like structure can form 
almost anything, but does not stick to hands, 
hair, clothes or carpet. Does not dry out. 
Orange, Blue, Green, Purple, Sparkle Green, 
Yellow, Pink and Orange. Non-toxic.

5TPFC $26.95
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Tactile Feet | Tactile

Squidgy Panel
Very hard-wearing big bright square of 
squidgable stuff made for walking on.  
• 50 x 50cm

6SQPL $85.00

Sensory Motor Kit
A travel bag of fun: Twelve tactile items to develop 
the fine motor skills and on towards the larger 
Gross Motor Skills.

6SEMK $285.00

Spade Gel Maze
Soothing water-based gel encourages 
hand activities improving finger strength, 
and dexterity. Can be used with Light Box. 
Easily wipes clean.  • 38 x 38cm

6SPAD $61.00
Gel Aquarium
Every squish will shift the shoal, but you can guide 
individual fish about too.  • 50 x 30cm

6GLAQ $76.00

Squidgy Floor Tiles
4 Squishy tiles in cosmic -bright colours, 
The perfect sensory toy for those after play 
equipment for tactile stimualtion.Has anti-slip 
foam technology on the underside.50 x 50cm.  
• 50 x 50cm

7LFLT5 $349.00

Small Squidgy Panels
4 circular squishable panels.  • 50cm dia

6SQPLS $399.00
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Tactillos
Five large rubbery stepping stones with matching handheld tokens. Each pair 
can be matched by colour and texture.  • Steps 25cm dia, tokens 10cm dia

6TCLO $360.00

Riverstones
6 tall tactile shapes that 
stack.  • Max H: 29cm

6RVST $355.00

Tactillo2
A second set of these 
popular discs, with 
different textures and 
colours.  • 10cm dia

6TCLO2 $181.00

Tactile | Tactile Feet

Benefeet Mat
Two connectable mats with a 
wave of rubbery blobs that fit the 
underside of feet perfectly - feels 
wonderful.  • 23 x 14 x 4cm

3BNFT $57.00

Air Cushion Small - Red
Sit, stand or kneel on this inflatable 
textured cushion. Each side has a different 
tactile surface 32cm diameter. 250kgs max.  
• 32cm dia small - 55cm dia large

8ACSM $42.95

Air Cushion Large - Blue
• 55cm dia

8ACLG $85.00
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PROPRIOCEPTION

Textured Wonder Wall
Wonder Walls are art-work that you want to 
touch, can touch and that rewards touch.  
• 100 x 90cm

9TWTX $2,139.00

Green Abstractivity
Three interchangeable wooden Abstractivity 
panels and an easy-fit frame. Clicker clack wheel, 
percussion ladder, and sound balls.  • 30 x 90cm

6DTGA $699.00

Red Abstractivity
Tethered bags, pressure pads and knobble board.

6DTRA $699.00

Silver Abstractivity
Wobble discs, roller rattle, and tambourine.

6DTSA $699.00

Tactile Panels | Tactile

Caterpillar Wall Panel
There are five fun sections to this jolly creature.  
• 174 x 54cm

3CTWP $1,595.00

Kinetic Wonder Wall
The Kinetic Wall has many moving parts, 
discs to spin & bells to ring and now with a 
mirror back is twice as fun.  • 100 x 90cm

9TWKK $2,589.00

Tactile Walkway
Seven wooden, stackable 
tactile stepping stones.  
• 53 x 35 x 6cm

6CZTW $825.00
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PROPRIOCEPTION

Develop your understanding of 

PROPRIOCEPTION in this chapter. 

Proprioception makes up a large part 

of sensory therapy. But, what is it and 

how does it work? Proprioception is, 

essentially, an awareness of one’s own 

body; its movement, balance and how all 

parts relate to one another.  

The body’s Proprioception is controlled 

by receptors (in skin, muscles, and joints) 

that connect with the brain through the 

nervous system. This system ensures 

that, even without seeing, a person 

knows what his or her body is doing. 

Children who are clumsy, 

uncoordinated, and sensory seeking 

are often experiencing some degree of 

proprioceptive dysfunction. 

Products in this section have been 

chosen for their ability to help with the 

concept of body awareness. Any product 

that encourages reaching, or helps with 

positioning or balance will also have this 

benefit, try COGNITION for building 

blocks, MOTOR for balance, and MSE for 

beanbags.
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Tactile Mitts
8 Mitts, 8 different textures.  • 20 x 14cm

4TMIT $69.00

Take a more hands-on approach to 
proprioception. This misunderstood 
sense is being developed in both 
the participants, the “amount” we 
use in massage is appreciated by 
those we massage.

Massage | Proprioception

Wilbarger Brush
Especially developed, soft, plastic surgical brush for the 
Wilbarger pressure therapy.  • 9 x 6cm

4MWLB $17.95

Roller Relax Hands
Slide your hand into the strap and 
you become a massage ninja.

6RBMH $21.50

Massager Brush
Rubber tips nestle among the 
bristles.

5BBMB $19.95

Fluffy Glove
A large mitt to turn hands into outsize fluffy 
paws that look and feel funny.  • Large

3FLGV $27.25

Tiger Glove
The glove with a Grrr.

3TGGV $21.45

NEW

Sensory Brush
Very soft brush with lots of filaments.

4TSBR $8.25

Massage Ball Pack
20 different balls in a drawstring bag.

3MSBP $91.00

Tiger Brush x1
Tiger tough tactile bristles.  • 12cm

5TTSB $26.45
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Viperating Snake Ridged
Very popular battery-operated flexible vibrating snake. 
Allows the user to move the vibration behind their back. 
Choice of 2 speeds. Orange. 2x C.  • 58cm

3STVS $51.00

Viperating Snake Smooth
Blue. 2x C.  • 58cm

3STVSB $49.00

Foot Massager
Combines roller balls with vibration, which can 
easily be controlled by feet. 2 x AA.  • 27 x 9 x 17cm

6FTMS $41.00

Snake Skin
The skin slides over the Viperating Snake (not 
included) and adds a tactile dimension. Washable 
and non-shrink.

3SKSK $57.00

Vibrating Teether
Battery operated plastic teether with 
soft (gently) vibrating strawberry. Non-
replaceable Battery.  • 12cm

3VBTH $18.95

Atom Massager
Dual use massager, not only does it feel great, it also 
lights up and spins around on its feet if you put it on 
a flat surface. 3 x AAA.  • 8cm dia

3HATM $16.95

Vibrating Massage Kit
Six battery operated 3 x  Animal Massagers,Ting-
Ting head massager, Atom and Mini Massager.
Contents may vary. 11x AA.

3MAVK2 $169.00

Proprioception | Vibration

Vibrating Snake Cover
A soft washable (warm water drip dry) fleece cover for 
your Vibrating Snake.  • 125cm

3SKCVG $47.95

Vibrating Paws - Turtle
Squeeze to activate this bumpy critter. 2x AA.  
• 12 x 7cm

3VBSMT $36.25

Vibrating Paws - Cow

3VBSMC $18.95

Vibrating Paws - Jelly

3VBSMJ $18.95
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Vibrating Pillow with Knobs on
Press to activate. 2 x D.  • 30cm

3VBVP $71.00

Massage Mat
Five 12v motors inside a padded mat. Choose different 
combinations of speeds with the hand-held controller.  
• 160 x 60cm

9RMPF $283.00

Massage Mat Cover
Use only with non-heated Mats.

9MMVC $149.00

Massage Mat Heated
Motorised mat with built-in heating elements. Five 
12v motors inside a padded mat, choose different 
combinations of speeds with the hand-held controller.  
• 130 x 48cm

9RMPFH $283.00

Proprioception provides us 
with information regarding 
the position, orientation and 
location of our body and its 
parts - a subconscious body 
map. An effi  cient map leads to 
better orientation, better co-
ordination of our movements 
and helps us maintain posture 
and balance. Vibration is 
highly stimulating to our 
proprioceptive sense.

Vibration | Proprioception

Neck Massager
Fits snuggly and delivers a vibrating massage. 2 x AA.  
• 31 x 30cm

6NKMG $33.00

Vibrating Hairbrush
2 speed vibrating plastic hairbrush. Reverse 
side is moulded for massage. 2 x AA.  
• 7 x 21 x 3cm

3VBHB $11.95

Vibrator Mitt
Provides soft vibrating massage for relaxation and sensory 
stimulation.  • 18 x 25 x 7cm

3VBMT $54.00

Jiggy Leopard
Squeeze the soft cuddly Snow Leopard 
and he will shake with pleasure. 2 x AA.  
• 30 x 20cm

3JGSL $79.00

Jiggy Bunny
Squeeze the soft cuddly silver grey snow 
bunny and he will shake with pleasure. 2x 
AA.  • 27cm x 16cm

3JGSB $79.00
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Bumpy Turtle
Bumpy material makes this turtle 
particularly buzzy. 2 x AA.  • 25 x 8cm

5VCBT $55.00

Vibrating Pouch
Suede-effect soft pouch, vibrates 
when squeezed. 2 x D.  • 22 x 17cm

3VBPC $51.00

Vibrating Floor Pad
Vinyl covered foam pad. Five 12v 
motors. The hand-held controller alters 
combinations of speed. Transformer.  
• 190 x 90 x 8cm

9VFPD $855.00

Plushy Jelly
Swirly material and 8 jolly tingly tentacles. 2 x AA.  
• 25 x 8cm

5VCPJ $55.00

Vibrating Cushtie Pillow
Micro Beads are very comfortable. Not suitable 
if there is a danger of ripping. 6 modes with 
automatic cut off. 2 x AA.  • 25 x 15 x 9cm

3SVCP $49.00

“Regular doses” of touch - from 
massage, brushing, swaddling 
and hand holding- is good for us. 
The multiple benefi ts of Massage/
Propriception Therapy are emerging, 
with fi ndings of improved health, 
reduced anxiety, lower blood 
pressure, decreased stress hormones, 
and reduced aversion behaviours.

Proprioception | Vibration

Furry Cow
Distinctive furry fabric 
surrounds this circular vibrating 
pillow. 2x AA.  • 25 x 8cm

5VCFC $55.00

Vibrating Pillow
Squeeze this soft pillow to make it vibrate. 2 
x ??.  • 30cm

3KVPLU $65.00

Massage Bolster Cushion
Soft, comforting and cuddly. 2x AA.

5VBLC $53.00
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Squeeze Machine
Once assembled our new brightly coloured rollers will squeeze all the toothpaste out of anyone brave enough to try 
it. Lightweight and easily moved. 4 Settings: Open - Use the chocks to hold the upper roller in the open position to 
encourage first-timers; Closed - Use neither the chocks nor the elastic; Gentle - Use the elastic on the “Long” setting; 
Extreme - Shorten the elastic to apply the squeeze. PLEASE NOTE - colours may very. 70kg max.  • 100 x 60 x 50cm

8SQMC $685.00

Squeeze | Proprioception
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Adult Squease Vest: Small

1SQDP $585.00

Adult Squease Vest: Medium

2SQDP $585.00

Adult Squease Vest: Large

3SQDP $585.00

Proprioception | Squease

Squease Vest - Small Child
For 5-7 y/o.

5SQDP $585.00

Squease Vest  - Child
For 8-10 y/o.

4SQDP $585.00

Squease is an adjustable & light infl atable deep pressure vest that applies 
deep pressure evenly across the torso. Worn discreetly like a thin waistcoat 
it can be infl ated to provide delicious deep pressure, and defl ated when the 
moment has passed. Children can go to sleep in the Squease it is not very hot.

Squease is available in 3 adult sizes (see sizing chart) and 2 child sizes.

BodySox: Medium
Once inside, the stretchy material gently resists your 
movements encouraging experimentation. To those on the 
outside your body becomes a colourful shape.  • H: 1.4 - 1.7m

8BSOXS $69.00

BodySox:  Large
• 69 x 140cm

8BSOX $79.00

BodySox: X Large
• H: 1.4 - 1.7m

8BSOXL $89.00

Great Lumps Small
Heavy and kinda gross, they 
mould gel-like and cold to the 
body. Perfect.  • 1kg

4DGLS $69.00

Great Lumps Large
Color varies.  • 2kg, 7.5cm dia

4DGLL $119.00
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Weighted products can help us get 
back in control of our senses. The 
very real application of weight 
increases stillness, calmness. Feel 
the comfort and sense of security 
that can be aff orded by the hug 
of a weighted blanket, scarf, belt 
or snake.

Weighted Quilt
Now with lots of lovely cooling vents. There are 
no seams in our Weighted Quilt.  There is nothing 
to pick at and nowhere for germs to hide.  Perfect 
where infection control is required it is also very 
easy to wash in the home environment and dries 
quickly. Can be cleaned with 1,000 PPM active 
chlorine.  • 5kg, 142 x 84cm

4WTQT $465.00

Weighted | Proprioception

Cotton Cover - Navy Blue
• 150 x 100cm

4WTBCC $79.00

Weighted Blanket
An 8lb blanket filled with silicone beads. Silicone 
beads are very dense (1.5g / cm3), so our blankets 
are 40% thinner than those filled with plastic poly 
pellets. In fact the beads are so small (0.6mm) 
that they do not feel or sound granular (reducing 
tactile and auditory stimulation) leading to a 
better night’s sleep. There are 8 edge loops for 
connecting to a cover.  • 150 x 100cm

4WTBL8 $249.00

12LB Weighted Blanket
12lb Blanket.  • 150 x 100cm, 5.4kgs

4WTBL12 $250.00

18LB Weighted Blanket
18lb Blanket.  • 150 x 100cm, 8.2kg

4WTBL18 $275.00

Minky Dot Cover
Super soft bright cover. One side dot and 
one side solid cover.  100% Polyester.  
• 150 x 100cm

4WTBCD $79.00

Quilted Cover
Luxurious Cover.  • 150 x 100cm

4WTBCQ $99.00
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Weighty Snakey
Bright tactile length. Colour may vary.  • 3kg, 130cm

9WTSK $139.00

Weighted Vest - XS
Grounding and a constant comforting 
reminder of the body. 1.8kg.  
• Fits 50-58cm chest

9WVST $299.00

Weighted Vest - S
 2kg.  • Fits 52-60cm chest

9WVST1 $319.00

Weighted Vest - M
 2.3kg.  • Fits 58-75cm chest

9WVST2 $339.00

Weighted Vest - L
 2.5kg.  • Fits 75-85cm chest

9WVST3 $345.00

Adult Weighted Vest - S
 3kg.  • Fits 85-95cm Chest

9WVST4 $389.00

Adult Weighted Vest - L
 3.5kg.  • Fits 105-115cm chest

9WVST6 $416.00

Adult Weighted Vest - M
 3.5kg.  • Fits 95-105cm chest

9WVST5 $405.00

Weighted Scarf
Applies a gentle weight to 
the shoulders or thighs.  
• 700g, 83 x 20cm

9WBSF $139.00

Proprioception | Weighted

Shoulder Snake - Large
Placed across the shoulders or a lap this 
wonderfully soft and friendly looking chap 
provides a wonderful deep calming pressure.  
• 115cm, 2kg

4SHSKL $105.00

Shoulder Snake - Small
• 76cm, 1kg

4SHSKS $96.00

Tactile Beanbags
5 handy beanbags in satin, denim, 
corduroy, fleece and solid cotton 
textures.  • 12 x 10cm

3TWBB2 $35.00

Weighted Sausage Dog
Soft, huggable and weighted 
this Daschshund helps the child 
who is having trouble sitting still 
or focusing.   Clean with a damp 
cloth.  • 2.27kg

4WTDG $56.00 Weighted Cat
Polyester, handwash only. Calm your 
wiggler or alert the child with low 
tone.  • 1.9kg

4WTCT $129.00
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Graduated Squeezums
The solid wooden rack has 5 different sized slots. The 5 
wood-sided pieces are also different widths. Each slot 
will accept every piece, but to match the colours requires 
gradually more ‘squeeze’ from the user to slide into place.  
• 46cm

6GSQZ $149.00

Spring People
Four spring-loaded tubes give 
hidden feedback to pressure. 
Tap them hard enough and 
they will bounce right out for 
colour sorting.  • 30cm

6SPPL $179.00

You can’t make an omelette 
without breaking eggs, and 
you can’t break an egg without 
Proprioception, our secret sense 
which not only gives us our body’s 
position but also guides our 
muscles to resist forces or to exert 
our own.  When we are required 
to gauge just how much force to 
use we rely on Proprioception. 
Measured strength is useful in 
many tasks and improves our 
body-awareness, co-ordination, 
stability and balance.

Variable Force | Proprioception

Vibro Tube
Indestructible wipe-clean proprioceptive aid that 
vibrates. Off when horizontal, twist it in the air to 
turn it on. 2 x AA.  • 18cm

3TVT $156.00

Shake, Rattle and Roll
A very simple but satisfying toy: a high impact 
ball bounces off either end of the tube.  • 25cm

6HSKR $29.95

Grab n Go Proprioception Kit
Bag, Fluffy Glove, Vibrating Cushtie Pillow, Vibrating Snake, 
Creative Peg Puzzle, Spring People, Vibrating Pillow With 
Knobs, Vibrating Hairbrush, 3 x Space Blankets, Weighty Snaky, 
Massager Brush, Weighted Scarf, Tactile Mitts, Vibrating Head 
Massager and Balance Board. Contents may vary.

9GNGPD $1,021.00

NEW

Bubble Ball
Transformative squeezable ball.  • 12cm dia

6GCMB $58.00
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Cannon Ball
Fires a foam ball surprisingly 
far when you stomp on it; 
brilliant fun.

6CNBL $69.00

Proprioception | Aiming

Bean Bags
Set of 12, multi-coloured bean bags. 
Ideal for a variety of throwing and 
catching games. Non-toxic filling.  
• 11 x 11cm

9JTBB $35.00

Ball Trampoline
Hit this target and you 
get your ball back.  
• 100 x 100cm

4BLTP $315.00

Target  - Cible
Folds easily into a large target with a 
22cm dia bullseye.  • 61 x 47cm

3NRBL $79.00

Turtle Target Game
A very friendly face and a soft 
fabric shell encourages aiming 
and tossing. The 4 beanbags 
stick.  • 15 x 55cm dia

6TTTG $41.00
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Squash | Proprioception

Pea Pod
A deep-pressure inflatable 
vegetable. Designed by a 
therapist, in durable vinyl. 
Perfectly calming with clear 
spatial boundaries.  • 152cm

9PEPD $396.00

NEW

Bean Pod
A larger inflatable pea-pod, 
suitable for 2 users.  • 203cm

9PEPDL $179.00

From being wrapped in swaddling blanket, to 
being tucked in at bedtime – “Sleep tight!” – to 
pulling a top tight around shoulders against 
a dark evening, there is something inherently 
comforting and calming about being tightly 
wrapped. Think of it like white noise or a 
blank canvas for your proprioceptive sense. 
Weighted products employ ‘Deep Pressure Touch 
Stimulation’, steady proprioceptive stimulation 
that balances other sensory “noise”, reducing 
distraction and the craving to self-stimulate.

Ball Blanket
Our deeply calming Ball Blanket has no seams 
and is made from in hospital-grade bedding 
material. Very easy to thoroughly clean.  
• 126 x 66cm

6BLBL $385.00
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VESTIBULAR

The VESTIBULAR sense is a key element 

in sensory integration therapy.

Children and adults who are sensory 

challenged will often use toys that spin 

or bounce to stimulate their vestibular 

system - or their inner ear. The inner ear 

helps with balance and lets the body 

know when, and how fast, it is moving. 

Some of our favourite vestibular 

activities involve playground accessories 

such as swings, trampolines, bouncers, 

and rockers. 

These recreational activities are self-

paced and fun, making them ideal for 

both stimulating the under-responsive 

child and calming for the over-

responsive or sensory seeking child.

Turn the page to view our stock of 

confidence boosting swings and other 

active products which, through weight 

shifting, stimulate the vestibular sense.

Products that use balance can also be 

found in the MOTOR Chapter.
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Single Swing (Frame only)
Our strongest frame, recommended for the Adult seats.  
Included with the Wheelchair Platform Swing. 150kg max.  
• H: 228 x W: 226 x D: 245cm

8TSFS $385.00

EN1176 Certified Single Frame
Perfect for use by Schools, Hospitals, Nursing homes and other 
Institutional settings. Councils or other bodies considering our 
EN1176 certified Frame for a public playground must take further 
advice as they are not built to withstand vandalism.

8TSFS7 $466.00

Single Swing Frame | Vestibular

We are well known for our swing 
frames and accessories. These are 
not the cheapest frames but they 
are very high quality. TFH frames 
are made from 2” O/D galvanised 
steel with nylon swing bearings. The 
wide splay of the legs, in relation to 
the frame height, and the twisted 
stakes give maximum stability. 
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Vestibular | Wheelchair Platform Swing

Wheelchair Platform and 
Swing Frame
The lightweight aluminium platform is 
suspended from a sturdy steel Frame. 
Includes Frame and retaining straps. 
100kg max.  • Platform: 83 x 75cm

8WHSW $1,885.00
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WHICH FRAME WILL 
FIT YOUR SPACE?

The diagrams (below) only 
show frame space. Safety 
regulations require  6.5 feet 
clear space all around.

Double Swing (Frame only)
A very popular frame on which 2 swings 
can be hung. Max 64 kg per seat.  
• H: 228 x W: 318 x D: 245cm

8TSFD $442.00

EN1176 Certified Double Frame
Perfect for use by Schools, Hospitals, 
Nursing homes and other Institutional 
settings. Councils or other bodies 
considering our EN1176 certified Frame 
for a public playground must take further 
advice as they are not built to withstand 
vandalism.

8TSFD7 $529.00

Treble Swing (Frame only)
Our largest frame on which 3 swings 
can be hung. Max 64kg per seat. Max 
120kg total and 64kg per suspension.  
• H: 228 x W: 376 x D: 245cm

8TSFT $499.00

Retention Strap - pair
Clips onto the seat and the Single Frame 
to hold the seat steady making it easier to 
help someone in and out of the seat.

8SSRS $36.25

Frames | Vestibular
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Vestibular | Swung

Double Swung
Complete side-by-side power frame - One swing swings the 
other. Price does not include the swing seats.

8SWNG $529.00

TFH are proud to present the Swung, 
mankind’s most important development 
in swinging since we came down from 
the trees. Slung beneath the cross-bar 
the Swung sways suffi  ciently so one 
swing swings the other. There’s No More 
Pushing. Enjoy eye-contact and a shared 
experience as siblings swing siblings, 
parents swing children, children swing 
grown-ups its a truly revolutionary 
experience and you saw it here fi rst.

Swurl Spinner
Fits easily to TFH Single, Double 
and Treble frames. However on 
double and treble frames the 
spinner replaces two swing places.  
• 62 x 23cm

8SWRL $175.00
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Skeleton Swing - Red
Our standard swing seat is lightweight and strong available in 3 styles.  
• W: 46cm, 30cm sitting area, 75kg max

B2SKF $109.00

Skeleton Swing - Blue

B2SKN $109.00

Skeleton Swing - Grey

B2SKC $109.00

Organic Skeleton Swing
A pre-treated wooden version of our signature 
seat.  46cm Wide, 30cm sitting area.  • 75kg max

B2OSK $99.00

Toddler Swing - Red
Our unique 2 rope seat is tip-proof and easy to load. 
20kg max.

B2TDF $275.00

Outdoor Swings | Vestibular

Hipster Swing
An wider seat built for comfort. 100kgs max.  
• W: 56cm, 40cm seating area, 100kg max

B2HPF $145.00

Hipster Swing Plus
 90kgs max.  • 68cm, 52cm (seating area)

B2HPC $119.00
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Nest Swing
A comfortable and 
interesting space, 
big enough to 
share. 100kgs max.  
• 110cm dia

8BRNS $289.00

Spinning Top
Blow moulded from strong but soft plastic. The ropes can be lengthened, 
so the Top is just touching on the floor enabling children to climb in and out 
themselves. 4 adjustable ropes. Add a Swivel or Swurl to make it spin. Balls 
not included.  • 61 x 79cm, 50kg

8TORT $339.00

Set of 50 Orange Balls
• 6cm dia

8TORTB $79.00

Standard Coracle
This boat-ride includes handles to self-propel.  
• 127 x 51 x 30cm, 80kg

8TCCS $255.00

Frammock
It’s a hammock in a frame. Comfy like 
a hammock, but much easier to get in 
and out. Soft sides and soft rope make 
it a very pleasant place, while the more 
adventurous will feel as if they are flying.  
• 60 x 140cm, 100kg max

8BRFM $395.00

Vestibular | Coracles
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WHICH SEAT DO YOU NEED?
Measure the Hips

CHILD TEEN ADULT

Child Full Support Swing Seat
Our high-backed special needs swing seat 
has been providing a supported ride to 
generations. It has been much copied, but 
never bettered.TFH seats incorporate a 
pommel and a deluxe safety harness with 
snap buckles. TFH ropes are of the highest 
quality and allow full adjustment both 
in terms of height and rake. 90kgs max.  
• 56 x 33 x 30cm

8TSPS $299.00

Teenage Full Support Swing Seat
 125kgs max.  • 69 x 43 x 34cm

8TTSS $341.00

Adult Full Support Swing Seat
 125kgs max.  • 81 x 51 x 36cm

8TASS $465.00

Our high-backed, body-
hugging swing seat has been 
providing a supported ride 
to generations. TFH seats 
incorporate a pommel and 
a safety harness with snap 
buckles. TFH ropes also have 
convenient hardware to help 
you adjust the seat both in 
terms of height and rake. 
Our UV resistant Seats are 
moulded from high-density 
polyethylene, a strong but 
soft plastic. Our UV stabilised 
ropes are long enough for 10’ 
high frames.

Full Support Swing Seats | Vestibular

Our popular seat has been EN71 certifi ed for domestic use for many years, 

they feature soft-touch fully-adjustable harlequin ropes. The Delux 5 point 

torso harness comes as standard. Molded-plastic seats come in three generous 

sizes to fi t children to adults!
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EN1176 Child seat with chains
Supplied with EN1176 compliant 
chains our Full Support Swings Seats 
satisfy the relevant requirements for 
use within a non-domestic setting.  
• 56 x 33 x 30cm, 90kg max

8TSPSCH $475.00

EN1176 Teen seat with chains
• 69 x 43 x 34cm, 125kg max

8TTSSCH $499.00

Adult seat with Chains
(EN1176 is not relevant to the adult 
seat).  • 81 x 51 x 36cm, 125kg max

8TASSCH $661.00

Rain Cover
A waterproof, quick to fit 
cover for our Child and 
Teenage blue seats.

8TTSC $55.00

Child Seat - Liner only
Racy seat liner fits into the child seat for 
additional comfort. Not waterproof, so 
should be brought indoors after use.

7TSPS $59.00

Teen Seat -  Liner only

7TTSS $69.00

Adult Seat - Liner only

7TASS $169.00

Deluxe Harness
Supplied as standard since 2012, the hi-tech material of this 
comfortable harness dries quickly and helps thermal control.

8TSHD $86.00

Vestibular | Swing Seat Accessories

Hand Rail - Child
Offers quick security for confident riders, 
raises for access.

8TSPR $59.00

Hand Rail - Teen

8TTSR $59.00

Hand Rail - Adult

8TASR $66.00
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Foldaway Swing (Frame only)
Galvanised steel frame may be used inside or outdoors. 
Folds away for storage. Includes ground stakes. 65kg max.  
• H: 180 x W: 213 x D: 249cm

8TLFS $345.00

Foldaway Swing Frame Groundstay Extensions
For use when swinging is quite active. Prevents rear legs lifting 
by extending splay effect. Folds back onto ground stay for 
storage.  • 90cm

8TLFSE $99.00

Small Frames | Vestibular

Luna Frame
Easily assembled suspension 
point ideal for leaf chairs and 
other non-energetic swings 
(not included). 120kg max.  
• 145 x 160 x 225cm

8LUNF $491.00

Lightweight Swing (Frame only)
Suitable for the smaller child. 44kg Max.  
• H: 183 x W: 168 x D: 148cm

8TSFL $156.00
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Vestibular | Indoor Frame

Bearing Bar
Fixes suspension points with long-
lasting bearings to roof joists and 
ensures swinging is smooth and 
quiet and extremely long lasting.

8FTSB $179.00

Long Carpeted Platform
A stable starting point for vestibular 
adventures.  • 110 x 50cm, 90kg max

8EMGP $731.00

Indoor Swing Frame Feet
Turn your Swing frame into an Indoor 
frame with the addition of 4 levelling 
feet.

8TSFTN $989.00

Giant Piano Mat
The coloured keys can play eight instrument sounds. Includes 
a record and playback mode. Follow colour coded music cards 
to songs, or jump noisily about. 3 x AA.  • 178 x 79cm

5RGPM $95.00

Free Standing Beam
Ideal structure where walls and ceiling are not suitable for suspension. Your 
Beam will be made to measure and built to order. The price given reflects 
the Beam and Perpendicular support shown, but does not include the Long 
Carpeted Platform.  • 3m wide, 2.4m high

8SIFS $7,295.00
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The Beam has 2 parallel T tracks, so 
4 items can be interchanged 
very easily.

1. The Seat is moved to one side.

2. Now any item can be moved into 
the swing space.

Sensory Integration Beam
This heavy duty frame will be made to 
measure. Two sturdy wall-supports and a 
cross beam. Our clever track allows a child 
to choose from 4 different swings without 
disconnecting any of them, encouraging 
participation throughout the process. 
Swings not included.

8SIBM $11,425.00

SI Beam | Vestibular

Crash Mat Set of 4
Connectable colourful mats.  • 120 x 60 x 5cm each

8CRSH4 $725.00

Crash Mat
• 120 x 60 x 5cm each

8CRSH $199.00

Ever since Jean Ayers identifi ed* the 
importance of Sensory Integration (SI), 
and suggested a link with our vestibular 
sense, therapists have been including 
a regimen of swinging and spinning in 
their programs. It is possible* that a 
stimulated Vestibular helps the brain 
organise and process other sensory 
input. At TFH we believe in fun, and 
at this price you can experiment for 
yourself. *Sensory Integration and the 
Child, 1979. * An important area for 
future research is to evaluate Sensory 
Integration in studies with strong 
experimental designs. Professionals 
should present Sensory Integration as 
untested and encourage families who 
are considering this intervention to 
evaluate it carefully - The Association 
for Science in Autism Treatment (ASAT).
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Vestibular | SI Accessories

Springs
Supplied in pairs, the springs fit 
between the swing frame suspension 
points and the hooks on the ropes.  
• 125kg max

8TSPG $25.95

Hoister
Raise and lower 4 times the load with 
this compact block and tackle. Riders 
may even be able to hoist themselves 
up (though lowering requires an angle 
unavailable from the swing). Tip: when 
working with heavier users employ a 
beanbag and you only need to raise 
the rider a smidge to remove the 
support.  • 270kg max

8HOIST $569.00

Easy Release Clips Single
Quickly swap equipment around, 
immensely strong.  • 175kg max

8TQRC $11.95

Swivel
This clever spinning chain-link will silently 
convert any one of our swings into 
“spins”. 270kg max.  • 125kg max

8SWVL $129.00

Carabina
One-handed sprung loaded 
carabiner.  • 175kg max

8CARA $26.00

Polo Suspension Unit
Comes as standard on all swing frames. Most 
swings need 2.

B0SGK $8.33
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String Swing
The soft webbing swing cradles the user with a deep 
pressure squeeze. Includes Easy Release Clips. 65kg 
max.  • 198 x 99cm

8TNTS $283.00

Recumbent Swings | Vestibular

Taco Swing
Easy to get in and secure once there. A good way to 
grade exposure to movement in the wary. 75kg max.  
• 132cm long

8TACO $395.00

Helicopter Swing
Padded slings allow you to experiment with moving arms and 
legs in a horizontal position, while potentially developing 
movement and planning skills.  • 90kg max

8EMHL $251.00

Sling Swing
The give in the soft fabric is an 
opportunity to experiment with body 
position promote integration between 
the vestibular and proprioceptive 
senses.Max 90kg. 90kg max.  
• 104 x 56cm

8EMST $331.00

Deep Fabric Coracle
A suspended ball pit providing light and deep touch 
in combination with vestibular input and resulting 
in lots of opportunities for playful fun. 90kg max.  
• 125 x 50 x 160cm

8EMFC $775.00

Cocoon
The calming effects of this darkened 
safe space promote the sensory 
benefits from deep pressure and 
vestibular stimulation.  Includes a set 
of balls.  • 50 x 160cm, 90kg max

8EMCC $599.00

Tortilla Swing
The bunches in this soft sided sling swing 
creates gentle resistance to body movement. 
75kg max.  • 132cm long

8EMTC $785.00
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Vestibular | Platform Swings

Carpeted Circular Platform
The shape creates areas of instability increasing 
the challenge and the requirement for planning.  
• 75cm dia, 90kg max

8EMCP $625.00

Square Bolster
This swing allows vestibular stimulation to be given  
with a stable base of support;  proprioception may be 
incorporated by encouraging pulling to create movement.  
• 150 x 20cm, 90kg max

8EMBLQ $675.00

Small Square Platform
Vestibular stimulation can also be used in prone 
to enhance the ability to extend against gravity.  
• 75 x 75cm, 90kg max

8EMPLS $525.00

Platform Swing
Wooden platform with a non-slip surface. Can 
be attached to one, two or four connection 
points. Includes four adjustable ropes.  Max 
125kg.  • 91 x 60 x 1.8 cm

8TPLS $339.00

Half Pipe Bolster
Hanging upside down from the halfpipe 
bolster stimulates proprioception in the arms 
legs and core muscles; more challenging than 
the square bolster.  • 16 x 90cm, 90kg max

8EMBLH $465.00

Thin Bolster Swing
Provides challenge to vestibular system 
when sat astride both in terms of movement 
and maintaining an upright posture.  
• 20 x 110cm, 90kg max

8EMBLT $665.00

Bolster Swing
The Bolster requires the user to hang on. Can 
be attached to two or four connection points. 
Includes adjustable ropes.  • 94 x 41cm, 90kg max

8TBLS $499.00
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Active Swings | Vestibular

Bungee “Frog” Swing
For those that love to bounce; do so in different 
planes and with different body positions.  
• 80cm, 90kg max

8EMFR $529.00

Vertical Bolster
This may be used to encourage planning, 
bilateral skills and proprioception when 
used as a swing. It can also be used to 
develop feedback and feedforward skills 
when swung between two individuals.  
• 120 x 20cm, 90kg max

8EMVB $239.00

Padded T Bar
This suspended see saw is a challenge to mount, 
but also interesting when earth-bound. Try two 
people at once.  • 22 x 85cm, 90kg max

8EMTB $651.00

Double Trapeze
Strength, planning and 
balance challenges 
and opportunities 
for inversion.  
• 60cm, 90kg max

8EMDT $239.00

Disc Swing
Solid wooden swinging platform and a comfortable 
central column to cling to.  • 61 x 51cm, 65kg max

8DISC $555.00

Padded Disc Swing
Moving while simultaneously hanging on to the 
pole stimulates both proprioception and vestibular 
senses.  • 62cm dia, 90kg max

8EMDS $651.00

Tunnel Swing
4 Inflated tubes in fabric, make a 
lovely suspended ride. 90kgs max.  
• 80 x 75cm dia

8TUBES $38.90
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Vestibular | Outdoor Swings

Monkey Swing
One-roped lightweight inflateable seat, allows a 
wild ride.  • 80kg max

8MKSW $95.00

Trapeze Bar
Foam lined this trapeze is lovely to play on.  • 90kg max

8BRTB $79.00

Twizzler
Suspend the Twizzler so the child can just 
touch the floor and enjoy 360 degree 
spins, with no tangled ropes.  • 80kg max

8TWZZ $69.00

Light Platform Swing
Very light, very easy to hang on to our new 
platform swing is comfortable and see-through.  
• 70cm square, 90kg max

8BRPT $243.00

Tube
Suspended bouncy black tube which is 
great to swing on or to simply sit and 
bounce on, includes pump attachment.  
• Ext Diam 95cm : Int Diam 50cm

8TUBE $136.00

Bolstero
The ultimate in comfort and safety, an 
inflatable bolster. Very light and great 
fun, you can even alter the air pressure to 
change the ride.  • 82 x 33cm, 90kg max

8BRBL $215.00

With over 25 years in the outdoor 

activity market TFH are uniquely placed 

to off er an outdoor Sensory Integration 

range.  All of these swings can be used 

indoors of course.
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Full Support Spinner
In this spinner the user can create controlled rotation by moving 
their head. Almost impossible to describe, this movement is 
intuitive and once mastered the user can generate very intense 
rotational sensory stimulation - bio-feedback. Self generated 
vestibular stimulation is at the core of Sensory Integration Therapy.

8FSSP $999.00

Teen Spinner

8FSSPT $999.00

Spinning | Vestibular

Tower Of Tubes
Inflateable column or tunnel or form of transport.  • 80 x 75cm dia

8EMTU $649.00

Whizzy Dizzy
This spinning disc is self propelled. The central disc 
provides a place for pulling yourself around as fast 
as you dare. 40kg Max.  • 30 x 50cm dia

8WZDZ $285.00
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Bouncing Chair
Every movement of the head results in a little movement in the 
chair, which in turn moves the head again: vestibular feedback 
of the very best kind. Such self-generated feedback is at the 
core of Sensory Integration Therapy. Designed for children up 
to 6yrs, 20-25kgKids under 20kg should order the light version.  
• 60 x 90 x 80cm high ; seat depth 21cm

8BOCH $449.00

Soft Rocker
Padded yellow smile that invites the user to lie down and then allows gentle 
rocking.  • 150 x 70cm

8BDRK $795.00

Soft Rocker Extension
Attaches to the Soft Rocker  - for longer users.  • 50cm

8BDRKE $434.00

Vestibular | Rocking

New Leaf Grow
A gentle nudge sways this smooth ride from side-to-side. Adjustable 
recline helps fit larger children. 60kg max.  • 45 x 71 x 73cm

8SWAY $476.00

Bouncing Chair: Light
For smaller children up to about 20kgs.  
• 60 x 90 x 80cm high : depth of seat 16cm

8BOCHL $449.00

Bigger Bouncer
Larger and stronger for children 
up to the age of 9. Up to 30kg.  
• 60 x 90 x 80cm high : Depth of seat 27cm

8BOCHX $519.00

Picking the right chair for your 
child might be a question of 
trial and error.  If you ordered 
the wrong cover it’s not a 
serious mistake. If you ordered 
the wrong frame however, you 
have some boxing up to do.
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In-Ground Trampoline -Small
At last a brilliant kit (with brilliant instructions) 
to install an easy-access Trampoline. Includes  
Safety Surround and features clever Vented 
pads to let the air out when you bounce. 
Supply your own hole. Please contact a local 
groundwork specialist to discuss installation.  
• 10’ / 305cm dia

8IGTS $3,395.00

In-Ground Trampoline - Medium
• 12’ / 366cm dia

8IGTM $2,995.00

In-Ground Trampoline - Large
• 14’ / 427cm dia

8IGTL $3,135.00

Padded Trampoline
Strong steel, soft surround, padded handle, 
very bouncy.  • 28 x 103cm dia, 60kg max

8MOTP $1,099.00

Jump-o-lene
An inflatable bouncer that may be used anywhere. With high walls the Jump-o-lene is a safe 
bet for all children. Built-in ledge for sitting or playing. Age range 3-6, max weight 120lbs / 
54.5kg, 2 children max.  • 72 x 208cm dia, 54kg max

8JUMP $211.00

Bouncing | Vestibular

NEW

Baby Trampoline
Designed for babies, the rubbery surface 
responds wonderfully to the movements 
of lightweight users. Max 20 kg.  
• 18cm high surface

8MBBT $421.00
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MOTOR

MOTOR skills are simply actions that 

involve the movement and control of 

muscles. 

The motor skills we use can be split up 

into gross motor skills (body spatial 

awareness, balance, and control when 

crawling, jumping, running etc.) and 

fine motor skills (using smaller muscles 

to touch, feel, pick up, pinch, grab etc.).

Studies find that individuals with 

sensory challenges may struggle to 

develop such skills. 

However, these obstacles can be 

overcome and, even better, we can 

encourage, strengthen, and develop 

motor skills through fun and play!

We collect and design fun motor 

toys and games that compliment any 

sensory diet! So, turn the page and ask 

not what a product can do for you but, 

what you can do with a product.
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Active Bodies | Motor

Assault Course
Instant Gymnasium. 29 pieces that 
combine easily for action. 5 blocks, 4 
bases, 4 flat hoops (1 x 65 cm diam, 
1 x 60 cm diam & 2 x 50 cm diam), 12 
gym poles, 2 cones, 2 “ jolly” clips.

8CZAC $795.00

Super Assault Course
47 Pieces.

8CZACL $759.00

Build’n’Balance
New elements which can be combined in 
countless ways and at varying heights (10 
- 24cm) to grow with confidence.  • max 100kg

6BLDB $565.00

Motor Skills Development Set

6MSDS $1,195.00

Giant Tickle Tunnel
Big Fun in a Big Tent! Excellent 
ventilation and also provides a full 
view of your children as they play.  
Collapses down for easy storage.  
• 160 x 200 x 274cm

8GTMT $699.00

NEW

Arches
3 lovely curves, solid AND soft. 
Anti-slip, but pro spin, pro 
wobble, pro combo. 75kg max.  
• 60 x 22 x 10cm

6BLAR $199.00

NEW

Rainbow Floor Mat
Folding floor mat.  • 217 x 40cm 

8RBFM $319.00
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Roller Slide
 90kg max.  • 350 x 100 x 75cm

8EMRS $2,249.00

NEW

Koala Shoes x3
Non-slip feet for the Koala.

6BKOAS $16.95

NEW

Obstacle Course
Includes: 6 flat hoops, 3 hurdles, 1 crawling net, 5 pcs walking beam 
and 1 balance board. This comprehensive obstacle course can be used 
outdoors. Also consider its potential positional language development, 
and as a large scale building resource. Competence and confidence to 
co-ordinate, communicate, collaborate and compete.

8MOBC $311.00

NEW

Koala
Multi Purpose weight-bearing shape, 
crawl under, climb on top, spin inside. 
Max 50kg.  • 8mm thick

6BKOA $139.00

Giant Piano Mat
The coloured keys can play 
eight instrument sounds. 
Includes a record and playback 
mode. Follow colour coded 
music cards to songs, or 
jump noisily about. 3 x AA.  
• 178 x 79cm

5RGPM $95.00

Grab n Go Motor Kit
Bag, Small Textured Tangle, Threading Bead Kit, Shake,Rattle & Roll, Simple 
Slider, Active Rainmaker, Stro-Boing, Swirl Ball,  Zig Zag toy, Looping, Mazy 
Packs, Mesh Ball, Balance Board. Contents may vary. 2 x AA.

9GNGMD $789.00

Motor | Active Bodies
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Rock Around
Gentle circular rocking with room for 
one more.  • 14 x 75cm dia

8RKAR $111.00

Giant Top
Steep sided cone, less for balancing, 
more for rolling. Age 3 -10 years.  
• 82cm dia, Depth 56cm

8GATP $179.00

Mini Top
Carefully designed with children up to 4 in 
mind.  • 26 x 68cm dia

8GMMT $89.00

Balance | Motor

Sensarock
Colourful balls rush back and forth 
within this high quality vinyl rocker, 
there are plenty of handles for the 
nervous and plenty of action for the 
adventurous.  • 134 x 100cm

8SNRK $449.00

Teeter Popper
This wobbly bobbly board pops while you rock, 
very moreish.  • 70cm x 30cm

8TTPP $76.95

Cushion for Mini Top
Soft cushion intended to make you feel safe 
and comfortable in the Mini Top.  Made from 
quilted fabric with anti-skid rubber dots at 
the bottom side.

8GMMTC $89.00

A little bit of instability. The body responds; engaging the 
stabilising muscles of the abdomen in order to maintain 
balance and control and, when that’s not enough, all the 
other muscles and movement skills.  So wobbly supports 
help strengthen, improve fl exibility, co-ordination, and 
body awareness.

Balancing Board
3 colourful wooden balls can be rolled 
through the labyrinth using feet, legs, 
balance and patience.  • 45 x 30 x 6cm1

6BALA $49.25

NEW

Bilibo
Multiple award-winning open-ended toy. High 
quality HDPE can be used outdoors, in all sorts of 
ways: it rocks and spins, it’s a tunnel and a basin, 
a seat and a cradle. Let your imagination run wild.  
• 1 x 38.1 cm x 20.3cm  12 months plus

8MBLB $49.00
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Ball Pump
Good exercise.

9THPP $49.00

Power Inflator
Feeling lazy?

9THPF $199.95

Large Red Physio Sensory Ball
Knobbly all over, this ball is particularly 
popular with the visually impaired.  
• 100cm dia

9SBL $113.00

Sensory Roll
The popular knobble ball in a 
stable saddle shape. 150kg max.  
• 80cm, 40cm dia

9SYRL $132.00

Therapy Ball: Small Red
Throw out the chair not your back! 
Choose the ball with a diameter 
roughly equal to the length of the 
arm of the user.  • 85cm dia

9THB85 $62.95

Therapy Ball: Medium 
Blue
• 84cm dia

9THB95 $69.00

Therapy Ball: Large Red
• 120cm dia

9THB120 $149.00

Motor | Therapy Balls

Physio Roll: X Large Red
These wide saddle shapes are easy to sit on 
or roll over because they only move in two 
directions.  • 85 x 130cm

9PTH04 $139.00

Physio Roll: Large Blue
• 70 x 115cm

9PTH03 $105.00

Physio Roll: Petite Blue
• 30 x 50cm

9PTH00 $48.00

Physio Roll: Small Red
• 40 x 65cm

9PTH01 $61.00

Physio Roll: Medium Yellow
• 55 x 90cm

9PTH02 $79.00

Therapy Ball 
Activities Fun Deck
60 fun and creative activities 
addressing a wide range of 
therapeutic goals.

9TBFD $49.00

Modern Ball Chair: Large
A therapy ball cunningly disguised 
as an office chair. ( dependant 
upon inflation) Large 58-68cm dia.  
• 49 x 49 x 59cm, 100kg max

8MBCS $449.00

Modern Ball Chair: Small
• 44cm dia, 60kg max

8MBCL $299.00
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Activity Arch Boards - 
Playthings
attaches to the activity arch for 
tactile play.  Price excludes arch.

8AEPL $625.00

Folding Activity Arch
Tubular steel frame and Velcro straps give access to 
favourite items (toys & mat not included). Capable of 
holding 2 Activity Centres.  • 140 x 91 x 112cm

8TSAA1 $131.00

Wheelchair Activity Arch
Clips onto most wheelchairs. Five Velcro straps provided 
to suspend toys, etc. Toys not included.  Width 61cm..  
• 51 x 69 x 152cm

8TWAA $125.00

Activity Arch Kit
Squisher, Flexi Ring, Sleigh Bells, Ribbed Quoit, 
Tambourine.

8TACT $91.00

Versatile Activity Arch
Suitable for use on the floor or on a desk. 
Comes with three Velcro straps. Hanging 
toys not included.  • 71cm x 69cm

8TTAC $99.00

Reaching | Motor

Easels and arches make things tantalising. They off er up a 
range of activities and learning opportunities just outside 
our comfort zone. Favourites can be put handily within 
reach for busy fi ngers or, enticingly, not: expanding our 
space, our limits and our reach.

Linklets
12 different links join easily into 
chains, fits our arches.

4LKLT $13.95

Activity Arch Sensory Kit
This exciting set adds further interest to the arch and gives 
additional stimulation using vibration, lights and music. 
Tambourine, Musical Soft toy, Vibrating Teether, Leybourne 
Mirror, Bendy Bells, Flexi Ring, Ribbed Quoit, Tactile Brush, 
Light-up Maraca. Contents may vary.

8TACTD $211.00

Music Activity Centre
Four different means of making 
musical sounds. Includes a mirror 
on the reverse.  • 89 x 112cm

8AEMU $499.00
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Motor | Reaching

Tactile Cloud
Cloud shaped wooden wall panel with paths to guide pre-writer’s 
wooden knobs through coloured tactile materials.  • 85 x 50 x 16cm

3TCCL $449.00

Roller Derby
Beautiful balls take a curious 
course down this double-sided 
descender.  • 42 x 10 x 33cm

3RLDB $89.00

Tall Tubie
Post 6 balls into the Tubie and watch them disappear 
and reappear as they rumble down the freestanding 
frame.  • 55 x 34 x 30cm. Ball 37mm dia

6TLTB $379.00

Hand Held Tubie
Post and twist to channel 
4 balls through the Tubie.  
• 23 x 20 x 11cm. Ball 37mm dia

6HHTB $111.00

Cogwheels
Assemble the colourful wooden cogwheels then 
crank big blue. Has the plan worked – are all the 
wheels turning?  • 20 x 20cm

4CGWL $23.95

NEW

Follow Me Ball
This colour changing motorised ball 
encourages interaction as it rolls along, 
stopping and changing direction.  Awarded 
‘Recommended’ status by the Good Toy 
Guide. inc.  • 10cm dia

6VFMB $41.95

NEW

Bolle
Soft foam ball securely fastened to a cord.  When suspended, the Bolley can be played with in lots of 
very satisfying and encouraging ways.  Includes securing strap and adjustable cord. Can be used lying 
down. Never leave unattended. 110g.  • 16cm dia

6BOLL $99.00
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Large Lollipop Jungle
Strong plastic stalks with trinkets at the (wooden) base. 
This tough toy rewards expansive brushing movements 
and curious exploratory fine motor skills. Supplied flat-
packed with full instructions.  • 40 x 60 x 2cm

6GTLJ $199.00

Small Lollipop Jungle
• 30 x 40 x 2cm

6GTSLS $111.00

Fidgit | Motor

Wind Ups
They all wind up the same, but each one does something different 
and unexpected as they unwind. Lovely to watch, fun to wind a lovely 
achievement reward. Set of 5. Rollover Ladybird, Acrobatic Seal, Erratic 
Monkey Trike, Sliding Man and Wriggly Alligator.

5WU5T $33.00

Fiddle Kit
A bag full of fine-motor fun. Squidgy Ball, Koosh Ball, Small Tangle, Spider Ball, 
Bendy Bells, Fuzzy Fun Bug, Clacker, Eye Kaleiscope,  Egg Shaker, Wooden Worm 
and Stro-Boing. Contents may vary.

3FDKT $109.00

Slinky Slug
Slinkys are great until they get tangled. Slugs 
are awful until they get slinky. A Slinky Slug is 
a lovely fluid sort of thing.

6SLSL $65.00

Explorer Ring
Open 5 different “doors” (pull the knob, turn the key, spin the 
handle, rotate the cuff and squeeze the buttons) to make the 
beads flow.  • 30cm dia

4RING $59.00

NEW

Go Bong
Lovely Popping. Double-sided play tray, flip it over to pop the doobries back.  
Includes rules (it’s actually a proper game).  • 12cm

7GOBO $32.95
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Fascination Tube
You’ll put it down eventually.  But the 
Ball rising on a pocket of air, then falling 
through that pocket when it gets to the 
top, is mildly addictive.  • 33 x 5cm

6VFST $129.00

Visual Rainmaker
Hold the tube vertically and watch the colourful beads 
cascade down. Produces a lovely soothing sound like falling 
rain.  • 38 x 5cm dia

3VSRN $37.00

Active Rainmaker
The propellers and spinner turn as the 
bright beads shower them.  • 36 x 8cm

3ACRA $39.00

Twisty Tubes
Freestanding tubes include four tubes and eight vented lids that 
screw on easily. Enables ‘hands-free’ investigation of all things 
bright, noisy, aromatic and more.  • 30cm x 5cm

3TWTB $61.00

Fine motor skills control our hands (feet 
and face) and all precision fi ddly tasks. 
This range of products off ers serious fi ddle-
ability. A a gym-full of fi ne motor exercises 
to help strengthen wrists and grips, improve 
dexterity, fi nger fl exibility and control, and 
enhance hand-eye co-ordination as you grip 
and twist, feed and slide, stretch and pinch.

Motor | Turning

Figiwheel
Squish and nudge the little coloured 
balls to the desired location. Then 
change the desired location. Repeat. Fun.  
• 25 x 25 x 2cm

3FGWL $59.00

Texture Tangle
Bumpy, rough and squidgy version of the 
popular Tangle.

6TETA $34.50

Texture Tangle Jr.
Bumpy and groovy. Fun to 
touch and explore with your 
fingers. it moves in a highly 
satisfying way and keeps 
your fingers busy.

6TETAJ $15.95

NEW

Hand Held Aquarium
Turn the tube and the fish swim 
up the tube through a swirl  of 
glitter.  • 33 x 5cm dia

6VHHA $129.00
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COGNITION
NEW

Pipsquigz x3
Push and stick these lovely shapes together - then pull, tug, twist and shake 
them apart with a lovely pop. Sensory engagement of  both small and large 
motor skills. Easy to clean and dishwasher safe. BPA-free.

4CPQZ $49.00

NEW

Simpl Dimpl
Lovely 2-sided popper in a highly 
portable form.

3FSDP $8.25

NEW

Dimpl
Irrisistable buttons. High quality design and materials - Lasting durability, 
exceptionally safe.

3MDMP $19.50

NEW

Dimpl Duo
Braille embossed buttons. 
food-grade silicone, BPA-Free!  
• 21.59cm x 19.05cm x 4.45CM

3MDPD $63.00

NEW

Geostacker
Stack, sort, mix and match rubbery 
shapes that are fun to hold and 
squeeze. Includes matching cards.

4PGST $35.00

NEW

Sunny Valley Adventure Dome
Wake up Sunny Valley! Use the external magnet to collect 
and elevate the internal beads then drop them onto the fun 
features below:  spiral pond; windmill; two slides; turning gear; 
bell.  • 132 x 6 x 117cm

4SVAD $99.00

NEW

Zoomingos x2
Push them down and off they go!  
• 95 x 44cm

3MZGS $69.00

Fine Motor | Motor
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Our COGNITIVE  segment works 

towards increasing confidence, 

improving self-esteem and overcoming 

everyday obstacles - whilst having fun!   

A person’s COGNITIVE sense can 

refer to their ability to reason, reflect, 

remember, recognise, problem solve, 

understand, learn, and or pay attention. 

Each cognitive skill helps the brain 

to process and make sense of new 

information. 

Once information is processed, it is then 

stored and can be used again to form 

appropriate responses and make sense 

of everyday tasks or experiences.

Themes including sports, school, home 

life, and comfort can all be explored in 

this section of the catalogue. Encourage 

cognitive development through fun 

memory, concentration, and perception 

activities.

COGNITION
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20 Piece Grippies - Builders
Award-winning 20 piece magnetic building set. 
Safe, frustration-free construction.The powerful 
magnets are encased in large plastic mouldings 
with interesting textures.

6GRIPB $63.00

20 Piece Grippies - Shakers
Build brilliant kinetic rattles.

6GRIPSH $63.00

16 Piece Grippies - Windows
Large triangular coloured panels can be joined by 
their magnetic corners, build beautiful buildings.

6GRIPW $63.00

16 Piece Grippies - Stackers
Build and match magnetic communities 
with these interlocking interesting 
shapes.

6GRIPS $63.00

20 Piece Grippies - Curves
Each tactile curve is a magnet.

6GRIPC $63.00

NEW

Hoot The Fine Motor Owl
Practice pincer grip by spinning Hoot’s eyes, build hand 
strength by squeaking Hoot’s nose, and work on hand-eye 
coordination by dropping coins into Hoot’s slot. Once the 
coins are inside, use scissor skills to flap Hoot’s wings and 
send the five coins tumbling back out.  • 155 x 17cm

4CHOOT $42.95

Breakfast Puzzle
Children can learn the names of 
these puzzle pieces.

6BRKP $57.00Mazy Packs
Soft fabric maze that you negotiate by 
feel.  The journey is the reward. Set of 5.  
• Sizes range from 9cm x 9cm to 15cm x 10 cm

3MZPK $52.95

Building | Cognition
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NEW

Creation Building Set
24 pieces in 5 colours. Build and combine to 
explore light and colour.

4WCBS $99.00

Simple Slider
12 chunky pegs for sliding and 
sorting.  • 24 x 14cm

4SMPS $39.25

Vehicles Sound Block
• 18 x 11 x 9cm

3NOCBV $43.00

Farm Sound Block
2-Piece puzzles with 6 reinforcing sounds 
triggered by joining matching faces. Price 
includes 2 sets of cubes with wooden 
bases.  • 18 x 11 x 9cm

3NOCB $43.00

Squeak Drop Box
The bears slide noisily down their own tubes.  
• 17 x 13 x 19cm

3SQDB $49.00

Kooky Musical Sorter
Fun sorter with pairs of pieces allowing 
demonstration.  • 14 x 19cm dia

6KKYS $69.00

Logic Labyrinth 
Thick wooden “cards” challenge you to 
replicate their pattern.  The Labyrinth 
requires putting-aside-for-later skills and 
planning.  • 26 x 18 x 4cm

3LGLB $37.00

Big Peg Board
Large easy to grip cylinders that 
fit into a chunky plastic base.  
• 27cm x 27cm

4IBPB $35.00

Putting “piece” into “place” these puzzles are for 
hands and minds. Puzzles require shape matching & 
object recognition developing concepts of category 
and classifi cation, while chunky, ‘grab-able’ pieces or 
pincer-grip knobs, develop precision and control.

Cognition | Puzzles
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Frog-in-a-box
Lift the lid and the soft frog jumps right out of the 
box.  • 19cm

5FBOX $49.00

Five Tops Posting Box
A posting box with five interchangeable 
tops and a removable front. Five wooden 
shapes for posting.  • 18 x 13 x 10cm

4DFTB $141.00

Creative Peg Puzzle
Lovely shaded wooden pieces twist their 
way onto their pegs, the pegs themselves fit 
together like a jigsaw.  • 12 x 20 x 20cm

6PGPZ $38.00

Screw Block
Lots of twisting options.  • 10 x 10 x 15cm

4SBLO $49.00

Toy Lock Box
There are 6 ways into this impressive 
looking toy box.  • 20 x 12 x 14cm

5LXTB $99.00

Spin Again
Vibrant discs spin easily on a threaded 
corkscrew. The base has a wobbly side and a 
solid set.  • 40cm x 12cm

4SPNA $96.00

Pattern Grip
Printed cards describe patterns 
for the players to create using 
their coloured pegs on the board.

6GGPT $49.00

Challenges | Cognition
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On/Off Switch
Robust wooden “latching” 
switch.  • 15 x 4 x10cm

3TONF $175.00

Jelly Bean Switch
Press the colourful squishy 
surface to operate.  • 6cm

3TSJB $149.00

Mini Switch
You can insert a picture, photograph or 
coloured paper into the transparent sleeve 
on top of this wooden switch.  • 7 x 5 x 3cm

3TSMS $71.00

Ball Switch
Rubbery switch requires firm 
pressure to operate.  • 8cm

3TSTM $189.00

Clara the Cat Reward
Soft and cuddly, Clara walks and 
meows. 2 x AA.  • 11 x 26 x 18cm

3XTCL $69.00

Adapted Dog Reward.
This cute little dog trots along, wagging his 
tail, then stops to sit on his hind legs, raises 
his paws triumphantly and barks.

3XTDG $99.00

Helter Skelter Reward
The animals ascend the 
tower and trundle down the 
slide. 1 x D battery required.  
• 7 x 23 x 20cm

3XTPH $73.00

Gem Sphere Reward
Rotates slowly, displaying different 
coloured lights. 3 x AA.  • 23 x 18cm

3GEMR $139.00

Adapted Pillow
Vibrates when operated by 
external switch. required ( not 
included ). 2 x D.  • 30 x 30cm

3KVPL $79.00

Cognition | Switches

NEW

Clicks Switch Blue
A bright colourful switch with an 
audible ‘click’. includes Mounting 
plate and clear perspex cover for 
adding image or symbol. 3.5mm 
Jack Plug.  • 7cm dia

3XCXB $25.00
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Glitter Roll
The cylinder rotates very quietly and colourful shapes 
cascade over each other making a very gentle sound. 
You can reverse the direction and alter the speed 
(from slow to very very slow). External switches ( not 
supplied ) can be plugged into either start, stop, or 
reverse the direction.  • 37 x 11 x 20cm

3GLMB $455.00

Ring Around
As the Ring Around spins, its nose plays the bells. 
You can switch the direction to play a rising or falling 
scale. You can stop the spin with your hand. You can 
plug in an external switch or use the built-in button. 
Lovely and very lively. 1 x 9v, PP3.  • 20 x 22 x 26cm

3KVBC $499.00

Bead Curtain Switch
The heavy beads hang waiting for 
your touch which brings this reward 
to life, lighting up and playing a 
lovely tune (one of many).

3BCSWK $485.00

Fan and Lights Reward
Press a switch (not included) - the lights flash, the fan 
blows. Very robust.  • 13 x 28 x 20cm

3RFLR $598.00

Rewards | Cognition
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Time Timer Large
Ideal for classrooms, easily displayed 
prominently, includes magnetic strips on 
the back.  • 30 x 30cm

7TTLM $65.00

Time Timer Plus 60 mins
A convenient handle and a durable clear lens 
improve the classic timer. 1x AA.  • 13 x 18cm

7TTPL $65.00

Harbour Protective Sleeves x 2 - Small
Moisture-wicking liners  and high-density foam 
inners and make these protective tear-resistant nylon 
covers, comfortable. Play requires engagement, and 
sometimes that involves risk to forearms of pinching 
and biting. These comfortable sleeves promote 
engagement with everyone, and can be worn by 
adults and children. Sizing: match the sizes below to 
the circumference of the largest part of the forearm. 
Sold in pairs. Patent Pending.  • 23cm

9HBSL $289.00

Medium 25cm

9HBSLM $289.00

Large 33cm

9HBSLL $289.00

Extra Large 35cm

9HBSLX $289.00

Time Timer Medium
Clearly shows time passing (up to 60 
minutes). Includes Magnetic Backing Strip. 
1x AA.  • 18cm x 18cm

7TIMR $59.00

Time Timer Twist
Highly visual electronic timer with 
magnetic back displays the desired period 
of time as 360 degrees on its face, which 
then clears away like a Time Timer. 1x 
AAA.  • 9cm dia

7TTTW $49.99

Cognition | Living Aids

Eazyhold Pack
5 Soft silicone cuffs 
designed to help hands 
hold things.

7EZHL $69.00

Eazyhold Bottle
2x cuffs each with large holes 
big enough for cups and bottles.

7EZHLS $49.00

Time Timer Plus 5 
minutes
Set the timer and it will ring 
after 5 minutes.

7TTP5 $65.00

Time Timer Plus 20mins
Set the timer and it will ring 
after 20 minutes.

7TTP20 $65.00

Time Timer Plus 120 
minutes
Set the timer and it will ring 
after 2 hours.

7TTP120 $65.00
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COMMUNICATION

Folding Relaxer
Comfortable and innovative children’s seat that folds wonderfully to 
72 x 49 x 30cm folded.  • 72 x 76 x 48cm unfolded

6RLXR $449.00

Positioning Lounger
The comfortable base is Velcro receptive, 6 
different-sized bolsters are fully adjustable, 
creating comfort.

8PSLN $261.00

Positioning | Cognition

NEW

Swan Alignment Hammock
Highly adjustable floating positioning system. Raising 
and lowering the strips on either side of the body 
enables a comfortable and even weight distribution 
while actively promoting body alignment.  Helps 
reduce the discomfort of spasticity and promote 
relaxation, which in turn will see improved 
physiotherapy results. Particularly useful for those 
living with cerebral palsy at levels 3 to 5 on the 
Gross Motor Function Classification Scale. Be like a 
swan, graceful on the surface, thanks to tremendous 
activity below.  • 200 x 60 x 40cm

7STRS $350.00
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COMMUNICATION

Self-expression and 

COMMUNICATION are important 

components of sensory development 

and integration therapy. 

Furthermore, we all have a desire 

to express ourselves in one way or 

another.  In this COMMUNICATION

section, you can explore the 

methods that work best for 

you.  We have developed fun and 

stimulating products that encourage 

collaborative play, self-expression, 

and aid communication and 

socialization through art, music, 

construction, vocalisation, and 

story-telling. 

Turn the page to fi nd out more!

Our catalogue also has many 

products in the VISUAL and  

AUDITORY sections that can 

help calm and reinforce positive 

behaviours and help to build upon 

self-regulatory and social skills.
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Floor Skittles
A fun game of skill that the 
Australians would enjoy; the 
heavy metal ball comes back 
to you after each shot. Aim the 
ramp to shoot, pull the lever 
to re-set the pins and pick up 
the ball with the clever tube.  
• 244 x 36 x 48cm

6GSSK $425.00

Bowling Buddies
You can’t miss these enormous 
skittle characters. The soft 
ball has a handle for smaller 
hands. Machine washable.  
• 20cm dia, H: 60cm

6BWLB $249.00

Desktop Bowling
A lovely, noisy solid bowling set.  
• 96 x 28cm

6DSKB $263.00

Rocking Clown
A strategic game of estimating and balancing, don’t let him tip over!  
• 24cm

4RKCL $73.00

Taking Turns | Communication
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Mega 4 in a Row
There is nothing fiddly and small about this 
version of the classic game. The size also 
encourages teamwork.  • 120 x 65 x 30cm

8MEFR $499.00

Domino Shapes
21 wooden dominoes with simple coloured raised 
shapes to match.  • 10 x 5cm

6DMSP $79.00

Giant Four in a Row
Plays just like Connect4 but bigger.  • 45 x 52cm

9GFRR $109.00

Tactile Dominoes
Large format cards with high 
contrast visuals and tactile 
elements.  • 24 x 19 x 7cm

4TCDM $49.00

Peg Domino
Players try to complete a 
circuit of bi-coloured pegs, 
making sure that they all match 
their neighbour.  Competitive 
variations also can be played.

4PGDM $51.00

NEW

My First Laundry
Lovely matching game with 
mini pegs.

4CMFL $59.00

Puzzle Tree
You can grow exciting 3-dimensional 
sculptures by adding coloured clips according 
to the rules or free-style, but the wide base 
will tip if you don’t keep a certain amount of 
balance.

6PZTR $33.95

NEW

Last Mouse
Lovely Popping fun. Flip it over to pop the 
mices back. Includes rules (it’s actually a 
strategic game!).  • 12cm dia

7LMLS $26.95

Communication | Games
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Tactile Letters
Robust cards with tactile letters (upper and lower case) 
encouraging finger trailing.  • 24 x 19 x 7cm

4TCLT $49.00

Pixels
48 large rounded pegs in four colours can be 
popped into place on the clever plastic canvas. 
Includes 16 designs to fill in but of course you 
can create your own mosaic templates. Packs 
away neatly into its own case.  • 30 x 33cm

4PIXL $69.00

NEW

Magnetic Response Boards x6
Durable boards that respond to magnets for non-
messy mark making. Each comes with a double-
ended (thin and thick) stylus. To erase “swipe” with 
the edge of the stylus.  • 29 x 23cm

4PMRB $111.00

Sound Bank - Write
Big record and play-back buttons on this 
wipe-clean slate. 3 volume levels for use 
in different environments. Recording 
lock button saves messages. 30 seconds.  
• Requires 3 x AAA batteries.  Item size 12cm

3SBPW $29.00

Linking Families
Join 24 free-standing double-sided characters with 
8 coloured laces. Group by family, or find your own 
reasons.  • 24 x 19 x 7cm

4LNKF $65.00

Monkey Weather Chart
Dress the friendly monkey appropriately using his 36 piece wardrobe. Add the day of the week and 
the weather motif at the top of the chart.  • 73 x 49 x 2cm

4FZMK $119.00

Grab n Go Communication Kit
Lots of fun and games in our Grab n Go Communication kit.  The kits consist of : Bag, 
Clear Painting Easel, Deco Markers, Pirate Pete, Hand Bells, Fuzzy Storyboard, Fuzzy 
Traffic, Fuzzy Farm Animals, Fuz-sea Creatures,  2 x Flip Flap Balls, Feel Good Game 
- Feelings, Set 3 Tribal Musical instruments, Opposites Card Game, Recording Sound 
Bank, Colour Mix and Match Chart, Mr Fuzzy Face.  • Storage Bag included

9GNGOD $855.00

Art | Communication
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Clear Painting Easel
Tough, easy to clean, clear Plexiglas easel with stabilising sucker 
feet. A simple idea with interesting applications. The two-sided 
easel allows two artists to combine their talents at the same time, 
or stick a Renoir on the back (not included) and paint away on top. 
Markers sold separately.  • 60 x 40cm

4PAEA $143.00

Deco Markers
Wipe-off liquid chalk. Set of five colours.
Suitable for Clear Painting Easel.  • 15cm

4PAEAM $99.00

Magic Light Easel
Transparent glow in the dark surface that illuminates 
your paintings with 16 colours (4 automatic colour 
change programs) changing everything!  • 55 x 46cm

7MGLE $599.00

Pre-Writing Tray
A mark - making tray, whose felt surface resists wear and tear from the awl.  
A safety frame holds paper in place, which can then be satifactorily poked, 
resulting in holes. Includes templates to start in pre-writing.  • 21 x 25 x 4cm

4PRWT $65.00

Single Sand Tray
A mini sand tray with tools (and sand). The lid is double 
sided for Chalk and Pen work.  • 32 x 23 x 9cm

4SSDT $49.00

Magna Tablet Deluxe
Lovely drag and click action. 
Create a silvery trail behind 
your wand as you copy the 
design card’s suggested 
patterns or go freestyle.  
• 37 x 28 x 3

3MAGT $129.00

Art gives the freedom to 
express and to share. The 
artistic process absorbs and 
transports, displacing pain, 
anxiety and boredom while 
promoting fi ne-motor skills 
and dexterity.

Communication | Writing
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Toobaloo
Hold against ear and mouth for instant 
vocal feedback.  • 16cm

3TOBA $18.95

Blow Games
Four different surfaces fit into the frame to provide 
four games that reward blowing intensity, strength 
and directional skills developing pre-vocalisation 
skills.  • 32 x 23 x 9cm

4BLGM $49.00

Whisperphone Duet
Two acoustic phones connected by an 
expandable tube.  Lovely encouragement.

3WHDT $53.00

Flip Flap Ball
Such a light ball that you can blow it into the air and 
hover it above the cup until you have to breathe in 
and catch it in the cup. Time to show off.

6GFFB $8.25

Whistle Racer
Breath converts to potential in 
the launcher, placed on a surface 
the car will go when you press 
the button. The harder you blow, 
the further it goes.

6BLRC $13.95

NEW

Mox
Set of three. Is it a ball, is it a mouth? 
one’s jaws will squeeze open, and then 
pinch closed, two can eat things and 
three gets turned inside out.  • 5cm dia

6MOX3 $31.00

NEW

Textured Sequencer
Access saved messages by rotating the sequencing roller. 
4x AA.  • 28 x 12cm

4TXSQ $899.00

Vocalisation | Communication

Grab n Go Socialisation Kit
Bag, Fishing Game, Hoop-La, Block challenge, Feel Good Games, Lotto, Pairs & 
Snap, Giant Four In A Row, 7 piece Dominobjects, Small 330cm dia Parachute, 
Balance Seesaw Game, Soft Touch Memory Game, Fruit Tower Game, Cat & 
Mouse, Skittles, 2 Rackets and Foam Ball. Contents may vary.

9GNGSD $953.00
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Big Mack Switch/Reward
Stand-alone battery operated switch and 
reward. When the surface is pressed it plays 
back a digitally recorded message. Record 
a message up to 20 seconds long. Volume 
control. 1 PP3.  • 5 x 13cm

3TSBM $369.00

Pirate Pete
Repeats whatever you say, squark, 
repeats whatever you say. 4 x AA.  
• 20cm

3PPRP $45.00

Multi Voice Changer
Amplifes and distorts your voice 
according to the settings on 10 
different modifiers, very funny. 
1 x 9v inc.  • 25 x 20 x 10cm

3MVCH $36.00 IDance Microphone & Speaker
A 4 in 1 party microphone, speaker, lights 
and mixer.

3IDMC $75.00

Recordable Answer Buzzers
4 recordable buzzers. Easily record 
up to 7 seconds of your voice, music, 
messages or anything noisy. 2 x AAA 
ea.  • 9cm dia

3ABRC $55.00

Talking Photo Frame
Each page in this 24 page album has 10 seconds of 
voice-recordable memory.  • 15 x 10cm (A5)

3TPFR $168.35

NEW

Chatback Chimp
Makes a monkey of whatever you say. (6 
second auto-record & playback). 3x AAA.  
• 18cm

3CCBC $43.00

Smooth Talker With Levels
Record up to 8 minutes of speech across 5 
different levels including progression; auditory 
prompts; question/answer; random.

3TSTL $679.00

Communication | Vocalisation
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Harry
• 50cm

5ENHR $199.00

Ida
• 50cm

5ENID $199.00

Maria
• 50cm

5ENMR $199.00

Elias
New-borns.  • 40cm

5EMLS $155.00

Lilly
• 40cm

5EMLL $155.00

Companion Dog - Joy for All
Companion pets are battery-operated interactive 
rewards.  High-quality details on the outside 
and clever sensor-driven mechanisms on the 
inside combine to make them feel remarkably 
life-like.  Appropriate responses and sounds were 
developed by geriatric specialists to improve the 
bond between the user and the pet, it even has a 
heart-beat. 4x C inc.  • 22 x 25 x 32cm

5HCDG $359.00

Tabby Companion Cat - Joy for All
 4x C inc.  • 22 x 25 x 32cm

5HCCO $319.00

Silver Companion Cat - Joy for All
 4x C inc.  • 22 x 25 x 32cm

5HCCS $319.00

Black and White 
Companion Cat - Joy for All
 4x C inc.  • 22 x 25 x 32cm

5HCBW $316.00

Dolls | Communication

Sara
• 30cm

5EMSA $109.00
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NEW

Hello Doggie
One sound sensor and two sophisticated touch sensors that can 
distinguish between soft and firm touch trigger a range of lovely 
doggie noises. 2x AA.  • 43 x 21 x 26cm

5HHDG $172.00

NEW

Hello Russian Cat
A lovely range of noises triggered by 4 
Electrostatic sensors make these cats 
particularly interesting to hold. 2x AA.  
• 43 x 14 x 110cm

5HRGC $129.00

NEW

Hello Siamese Cat

5HSSC $129.00

NEW

Hello Amesho Cat

5HASC $129.00

NEW

Hello Baby Boy
Sensitive and responsive soft toy. 2 sensors detect movement and 
noise, the baby responds with a wide range of non-verbal noises. 2x 
AAA.  • 28 x 38 x 12cm

5HJBB $169.00

NEW

Hello Black Cat
2 touch sensors can distinguish 
between soft touch and firm pat and 
responds with a range of sounds. 1x 
AA.  • 13 x 28 x 10cm

5HSBC $79.00

NEW

Hello Grey Cat

5HJGC $79.00

NEW

Hello White Cat

5HJWC $79.00

Communication | Dolls

NEW

Hello Baby Girl
 2x AAA.  
• 28 x 38 x 12cm

5HJBG $169.00

Tommy

5EPTO $65.00
Tasha

5EPTA $65.00

Looey

5EPLO $65.00

Emily
Clever pliable eyebrows and mouth create 
a variety of expressions. The stitching and 
detailing on the embroidered eyes of each 
12” doll give a great quality finish. Contains 
polyester filling.  • 30cm

5EPEM $65.00
Emoti Doll Book
An ideal accompanying item to go 
with your EmotiPush Dolls.

5EPBK $12.95
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Fleece Cooperative Band
This soft and stretchy band is made of elastic cord 
covered with multi-coloured fabric and is designed 
for group movement and cooperative activities. 
Holds 2-5 participants.  • 4m dia

9FLCB $211.00

Giant Parachute
Ideal for group activities. Group members can 
practise running from one side to the other while 
the parachute is being lifted. Made from reinforced 
heavy duty nylon. 16 handles. Storage bag included.  
• 610cm dia

8TNPC $159.00

Parachute
Made from the latest nylon fabrics that are designed 
to withstand rough treatment, outdoor weather and 
washing machines. 8 handles. Includes storage bag.  
• 335cm dia

8SMPC $81.00

Octaband 8 arm
Alien-looking stretchy shape that loves a group. Each leg has a hand 
hold.

8OCTA $149.00

Octaband 16 Arm

8OCTAL $159.00

NEW

Parachute Wave
The Rainbow Wave is a brilliant linear variation. 
The brightly coloured, durable nylon wave is 
long and thin opening up new opportunities 
for parachute play.  30 handles.  • 800 x 100cm

8CPCW $69.00

Cooperation | Communication
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Hidey Hut
This fold-flat design is easy to assemble, quickly creating a den in any room. The 
space within feels larger than it is because of the tunnel of mirrors, and the large 
doorway allows the inhabitant to stay in touch with the outside. Designed to be 
lit by a set of Fibre Optic tails (not included).  • 100 x 120 x 120cm

9KKHH $2,499.00

Mirror Den
Five 3” thick foam pads fold to become a range 
of fun shapes. 3 detachable mirror panels 
(with soft foam surrounds) add greatly to the 
opportunities.  • 80cm cube

9MRDN $1,251.00

NEW

Giant Sensory Tunnel -Grass
Strong, lightweight and soft these tunnels are great 
fun to crawl though or relax in. Hidden features: 
mirrors; pockets; 4 detachable play pieces: hanging 
loops; 3 lengths of decorative crinkly net.   Lights not 
included. All materials are wipe clean & waterproof. 
Latex free.  • 80 x 80 x 80cm

9GSTG $1,125.00

NEW

Giant Sensory Tunnel -Star
• 80 x 80 x 80cm

9GSTS $1,125.00

NEW

Giant Sensory Tunnel -Cloud

9GSTC $1,125.00

NEW

Soft Sided Safe Dens
6 piece storage set that connect to form a soft den.  
• 200 x 140 x 50cm. 10cm thick walls

9SSSD $1,395.00

NEW

Sensory Tunnel Set
Large and Medium (60 x 60 x 60cm)  tunnels, 2 Bolsters (60 x 
10cm) and a Mat (60 x 60 x 4cm).  • 60 x 60 x 60cm

9STS3 $1,995.00

Communication | Safe Spaces
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Tuff Trikes - Green
Designed in conjunction with 
special schools and therapists, 
the Tuff Trike is constructed 
from large profile flat-sided 
oval tubing to provide extra 
strength accommodating larger 
and heavier riders.  The wheels 
run on sealed maintenance-free 
bearings and are fitted with broad 
tread all-terrain tyres, giving 
many years of trouble-free play.  
• 101 x 73 x 94cm 100kg max

8TFTKG $595.00

Tuff Trikes - Red
• 114 x 73 x 102cm 135kg max

8TFTKR $599.00

Tuff Trikes - Blue
• 129 x 73 x 102cm 135kg max

8TFTKB $891.00

Buddy
Wonderful wide wheels mean great days out. Enjoy lovely days at the beach. The Buddy is easily adapted 
for comfort. Easy to set up and use. The ride is smooth and comfortable, and much easier than dragging a 
wheelchair across difficult terrain. Having arrived the Buddy can be used by any member of the family as a 
lounge chair, but it’s particularly useful as a platform: Working at a comfortable height when changing or 
rinsing-off sand. The Buddy makes things easier for carers and for anyone with additional needs, giving an 
opportunity to enjoy a trip out that otherwise would not have been practical.  “We would not have been 
able to make him comfortable without having the Buddy there and we felt so grateful to have a product 
designed with children like Will in mind” - Sophie.

8BUDD $529.00

NEW

Walkabouts
Stable walking device that can be ridden. Two front castors and 
a fixed back wheel give a predictable path round corners.  The 
comfortable seat helps transition between walking and coasting. A 
real aid to balance and confidence. Very sturdy. Non-toxic finishes.

8WABS $289.00

NEW

Circlebike
Caster wheels on this social carousel challenge children’s 
ability to coordinate as seated face to face they roll in 
every direction. Set them a target or a course or let them 
drift off to a favourite spot?

8CIRB $375.00

NEW

Trybike
4-in-1. Easily converts from Trike to Bike, and 
grows from low to high. Made from durable 
weatherproof marine birch plywood. The 
seat cover and chin guard comes in dark 
brown and are detachable.

8TRYB $411.00

NEW

Play Tub/Tray For 
Circlebike
Converts the Circlebike into a 
cargo transporter.

8CIRBPT $89.00

Mobility | Communication
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At TFH we have been designing and 

installing Multi Sensory Environments 

(MSE) for over 25 years in a variety of 

settings including schools, hospitals, and 

private homes.

While every Multi Sensory Environment 

is designed to suit our clients’ 

requirements, the goal is always 

to provide a safe and rewarding 

environment within which the normal 

rules do not apply. 

Rich sensory spaces react to the user, 

alowing individuals to affect and even 

control their world.

Touch screen technology is rapidly 

changing the potential of MSE, but  a 

TFH installation will always be simple to 

use.  That’s the point!

MSE
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Bubble Columns are the visual focal 
point of a multi-sensory room. 

A really good Bubble Column has 
bright controllable colours: its 
quiet pump is powerful and can be 
controlled by a user with a switch.

Airflow in a TFH Column can also 
be easily adjusted to effect the 
mood of the space: a gentle flow is 
more relaxing; full power is highly 
stimulating; and 3 pulse patterns 
make the space come alive. 

Our columns are all strongly built 
and thoroughly tested in our UK 
workshop. 

They will not leak.

We highly recommend the addition 
of a  Security Bracket and if space 
allows, a Podium.

1.2m Giant Bubble Column
Choose a Giant Bubble Column when you really 
want to make a big impression.  The size of the 
column makes the Giant particularly interesting 
for older children and they are very easy to share. 
Transformer.  • 20cm dia

9BC120NG $1,865.00

1.75m Giant Bubble Column
• 20cm dia

9BC175NG $1,995.00

2m Giant Bubble Column
• 20cm dia

9BC200NG $2,250.00

1.2m Bubble Column
Our standard Columns are 6” in Diameter, that’s 
almost 20” around: your hands will cover only half of 
that, so they feel solid and strong enough to handle. 
Transformer.  • 15cm dia

9BC120N $1,785.00

1.75m Bubble Column
Colour and bubbles are controllable with the addition 
of a controller (see page 116) Adjustable air pump. 
Transformer.  • 15cm dia

9BC175N $1,885.00

2m Bubble Column
 Transformer.  • 15cm dia

9BC200N $1,995.00

Giant Security Bracket
Attach the telescopic bracket to your wall and prevent 
movement of the top of the tube.  • 21 x 40cm

9BCBRG $99.00

Giant Corner Security Bracket

9BCBRCG $99.00

1.2m Giant Insert

9BC120PG $331.00

1.75m Giant Insert

9BC175PG $389.00

2m Giant Insert

9BC200PG $283.00

Bubble Column Security Bracket
• 21 x 40cm

9BCBR $83.00

Corner Security Bracket

9BCBRC $99.00

1.2m Bead Insert
Transforms 6” dia. columns ( sold  separately ) creating a 
mesmerising dance as the balls and beads shoot up the centre of 
the column and fall gently down the outside.  • 102cm

9BC120P $241.00

2m Insert

9BC200P $261.00

1.75m Insert

9BC175P $251.00

Bubble Columns | MSE
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Switch Control the Bubbles 
using an External Switch 
(See Range on Page 90) 

Built-in control of Pump Speed, 
includes 3 Pulse options  

Control Bubbles and 
Colours with the 
Spectrum Selecta...

...or go wireless 
using a Receiver 
page 116

We sell a wide range 
of wireless Controllers 

or you can use our 
fantastic App on an 
Ipad (or iPhone).

Wireless Receiver            Podium Extension 
       Socket                             Socket

Switch Control                  Pump Speed &  
   of Bubbles                        Pulse Select

MSE | Bubble Tubes

Spectrum Selecta
Many customers still prefer to 
use a wired controller, it provides 
a strong visual connection 
between Controller and Reward.  
• 28 x 20 x 8cm

9SPSL $455.00
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Bubble Column Bean Bag
A very comfortable way to get cosy with any of our bubble 
columns ( not included ). Made of tough vinyl and filled with 
a mix of foam and beans. Please specify diam of tube when 
ordering.  • 102 x 152 x 30cm

9BCBS $689.00

Acrylic Mirror Panel
Wooden-backed to avoid any distortion. We can make to 
smaller sizes if required.  • 200 x 90cm

9NMRS2 $585.00

Podiums | MSE

Fish
Eight fish that bob and weave 
about in the bubbles.  • 5cm

9BCFSH $57.00

Bubble Column Podium
Hide the Bubble Column base and prevent its 
movement. A padded wooden podium also 
provides the user with a comfortable place 
to sit next to the bubble column and fully 
experience the effects. Podiums also provide 
an excellent home for a Fibre Optic Light 
Source.  • 91 x 91 x 30cm

9BCPD $875.00

NEW

Budget Column Podium
Podium for 10cm Budget Tube.  • 91 x 91 x 30

9BCPD10 $225.00

NEW

Giant Column Podium
Podium  for 20cm Giant Tube.  • 91 x 91 x 30

9BCPD20 $225.00
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1.2m Bubble Wall
Space saving bubble wall, very robust and requires only 1 
litre of water.  • 40 x 120 x 10cm

9BW120A $1,699.00

1.5m Bubble Wall
• 40 x 150 x 10cm

9BW150A $1,965.00

1.2m  Infinity Bubble Wall
The bubbles in this wall are multiplied to give an infinite 
feeling of depth.  • 40 x 120 x 10cm

9BN120N $1,966.00

1.5m Infinity Bubble Wall
• 40 x 150 x 10cm

9BN150N $2,231.00

1.2m Hurricane Tube
This waterless column is alive with activity. Originally conceived as an 
alternative to a bubble column it has quickly become a firm favourite 
with customers. A fan drives a current of light beads up and down 
the tube giving an effect very similar to bubbles. The fan is adjustable 
and different effects can be obtained from a raging torrent to a 
mesmerising hovering effect. Fully colour controllable, see page 116.  
• 15cm dia

9HC120N $1,699.00

1.75 m Hurricane Tube

9HC175N $1,799.00

2m Hurricane Tube

9HC200N $1,899.00

Hurricane Security Bracket
Secured the top of the tube without affecting the flow.

9BCBRH $29.00

1.2m Frosted Column
This silent column of soft diffused 
light changes colour gently, or 
take control with one of our 
Colour Controllers, see page 116.  
• 120 x 15cm dia

9FC120N $1,899.00

1.75m Frosted Column

9FC175N $1,975.00

MSE | Bubble Walls

Hurricane Security Bracket
Secured the top of the tube without affecting the flow.

9BCBRH $29.00

Hurricane Corner Security Bracket
Bracket specifically designed for the Hurricane Tube to fit 
in to the corner of a room.

9HCBRC $29.00
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Sparkle Light Source
Our LED light source IS NOW INCLUDED 
with all the options on these pages. 
Quiet, cool and very long lasting and 
includes a colour wheel to give give the 
popular sparkle effect. Transformer.  
• 18 x 10 x 8cm

9FOLS $539.00

100 Fibre Optic Tails
100 tactile illuminated strands.  • 2m

91MSG $1,199.00

200 Fibre Optic Tails
200 soft and highly flexible side-emitting lights.  
• 2m

92MSG $1,488.00

400 Fibre Optic Tails
Take it to the max with this huge Side Glow, 400 
tails of various lengths up to 4m!  • 4m

94MSG $1,899.00

12 Jumbo Tails
12 extra thick side emitting tails 
are fun to handle and never get 
horribly tangled up.  • 1m

91MJT $1,498.00

18 Jumbo Tails
18 Longer tails.  • 2m

92MJT $1,698.00

12 UV Jumbo Tails
12 thick but bendy brightly 
coloured tails that react powerfully 
to UV light and are also illuminated 
from within.  • 1m

91MJTU $1,698.00

18 UV Jumbo Tails
18 longer tails.  • 2m

92MJTU $1,898.00

There are many variations 
of Fibre Optics. All of 
them provide great visual 
stimulation and off er scope 
for a tremendous tactile 
experience. All TFH light 
sources are switch-operated 
so enjoyment can lead to 
activity. Fibre Optics can 
defi ne a space within which 
the rules can be a little 
diff erent or they can provide 
an opening; Wearing Fibre 
Optics as a scarf, the most 
tactile defensive among us 
may allow others into their 
space to look at the tails.

Fibre Optics | MSE

100 UV Fibre Optic Tails
100 pliable and brightly coloured strands that react 
strongly under UV light and are lit from within by a 
light source.  • 2m

9UVMS $1,699.00

200 UV Fibre Optic Tails
• 2m

9UVMS2 $1,899.00
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Fibre Optic Waterfall
A column of light hangs from a suspended square (which 
fits perfectly into a suspended ceiling). Great fun to be 
inside. Includes Sparkle Light source and hanging assembly. 
Transformer.  • 180 x 60cm square

9FOWL $1,789.00

Fibre Optic Curtain
Includes a Sparkle Light Source and hanging 
assembly.  • 180 x 90cm

9WFOC $1,799.33

UV Fibre Optic Curtain
100 UV tails.  • 183 x 90cm

9UVWFOC $1,935.00

Wall Mounted Curtain
Bracket allows the Fibre Optic Curtain to swing 
against a wall or through 90 degrees into the space.  
• 183 x 90cm

9WFOCB $1,885.00

Fibre Optic Carpet
Shining pricks of light in a black carpet make a very 
special place to lie. Priced by the square metre, 
the largest carpet we have installed is 4 x 3m! 
Transformer.  • 100 x 100cm

9FOCP $1,627.00

Fibre Optic Ceiling Kit
120 extra-thin strands which can be poked through 
ceiling tiles (not included) to create a sparkling 
starry effect. Transformer.  • 60cm2

9FOCTL $1,061.00

MSE | Fibre Optics

Light Source Seat
A sturdy wooden box to secure the light source 
and keep the attention on the tails.( Light Source 
and Tails not included ).

9FOBX $299.00

Light Source Wall Sconce
Hang at any height on the wall to let Fibre Optics 
tails flow down across laps, shoulders or heads. 
Fibre Optics and Light Source not supplied.  
• W33 x H43 x D25cm

9FOBXN $309.00
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Sound Controller
Set the sensitivity to discount the background noise 
and the sound switch will “pick-up” anything unusually 
loud and send a remote signal to our Receiver. 
Recharges like a phone. Make noise to send next signal 
(8).  • 12 x 4 x 4cm

7SSSW $529.00

Controller Cube
Remote colour control in a cube, the 
uppermost face controls the reward. 
9v PP3.  • 40cm cube

9BCCC $745.00

Colour Pad
Big floor pad to control the colours of an 
Interactive reward. Press to send signal (8).  
• 90 x 140 x 8cm

9MSQRM $1,215.00

Controller Buttons
4 button Colour control Switch Box for our 
Interactive Rewards. 4 buttons control the 
colours. You can mix 16 different colours 
by pressing more than one button. Press 
to send signal (8 - you can mix colours).  
• 27 x 7 x 20cm

9CTBT $769.00

Combined Receiver
Our new Receiver accepts signals from both our 
iPad app and our full range of controllers.

9RGRX $261.00

Controller Cube Cute
A smaller cuter cube.  
• 18cm Cube

9BCCCS $635.00

Podium Controller
8 Colour switches 
incorporated into a 
standard Podium.  
• 90 x 90cm

9SQPD $1,795.00

Tree Controller
8 switches concealed in the foliage.  
• 150 x 75cm

9CTRE $1,265.00

Signal Splitter
Add up to 6 Interactive Items.

9SPSDX $75.00

MSE Controllers | MSE

Controller Joystick
8-way Controller, very robust.

9SPJK $929.00

Feather Controller
4 Button controller.  • 75 x 75cm

9CTFR $651.00
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Genie Cube
Our first computer interfacing switch.  
Simple to use, simple to set up, but 
with very exciting opportunities.

9GCRX $741.00

Control your MSE with an iPad or iPhone (no wi-fi  required). Make your TFH equipment 
controllable with a Genie Receiver 9BTRX. Tailor the screen for the user: Genie can 
be set up to change the whole room with a single button, or to off er fairly complex 
options. In use control is immediate (there is no time delay). New for 2017 - MSE 
Genie V1.03. Colour Match game reverses the system, can you select the colour that 
the Bubbles have gone? Simple items often found in an MSE can now be controlled 
thanks to Eve 9SPRX. Use the Genie Cube 9GCRX to interact. The iPad determines 
what the Cube controls.

MSE Genie V1.03
Available on the App store. Requires at least an 
iPad 3 / iPhone 4s, older models will not work.

9GENIE $???

Eve
Makes any object available 
for control via MSE Genie. 
International options are 
available.

9SPRX $129.00

MSE Pixie
Genie’s mischievious friend, Pixie 
wraps Genie-like control into games.

9PIXIE $???

MSE | MSE Genie
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Video Projector
Perfect for our purposes.

9GTVP $799.00

MSE TV | MSE

MSE TV
TFH has a long term MSE plan, and we have 
made a great stride this year, with the launch of 
our MSE TV  available on the App Store through 
an Apple TV.

9MTV $529.00

Apple TV
NOT AVAILABLE FROM TFHYou will 
need to buy an Apple TV to use the 
MSE TV.

9APTV 

Colour Wash
Interactive strip of light. Easily mounted, they “wash” an area with 
bright intense colours. Typically installed in groups on the ceiling 
or near the top of walls they can also run along the top of padding 
or be mounted in a podium.  A group of 6 can be linked together as 
one, and will slowly fade from one colour to another through the 
full spectrum of colours. Alternatively the built-in receiver means 
that are ready to be controlled by our controllers or by the ipad 
app.  • 1m

9CLWS $625.00

1m Additional 
Length
Up to 6m can be linked 
together as one.  • 1m

9CLWS3 $999.00
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Projection Bubble
Lovely projection cave that folds away into a 
bag.  • 190 x 100 x 100cm

9PJSH $83.00

Active Gate 
Panoramic Rotator
Fits on a Solar Sensory 
Projector and sends an 
array of repeated images 
orbiting around the room.  
• 6 x 6 x 9cm

9NPRT $299.00

Deflector Mirror
To deflect all or part of 
the projected image in 
whatever direction you 
wish, without moving the 
projector.  • 6 x 12 x 6cm

9NDFM $159.00

Projector Cleaner
Canister of compressed air for 
dusting.

9NPJCL $39.00

Wide Angle Lens
Fits on the Solar Sensory 
Projector to throw a bigger 
picture.

9LNWA $219.00

The Projector is the heart of a Multi-Sensory 
Environment, casting gently moving images 
and patterns onto the walls, fl oor and 
anyone in the way. Projection Curtains 
double the impact of the projector, as the 
image is projected both on and through the 
sheer material. Projection Curtains allow 
you to actually touch the images without 
casting a shadow, creating a relaxing, 
almost fl uid space, completely surrounded 
by light. Add a fan to stimulate the curtains 
or a Panoramic Rotator to send the images 
fl owing around the room and you have 
created an environment in which the normal 
rules have changed. Diff erent behaviours 
will be exhibited; what can you make of 
them? Both Projectors can be secured to a 
shelf or to the ceiling by a swivel point that 
allows the image to be moved while holding 
the projector safely in one place.

SNIP Projector
This mini SNAP projector is perfect for small dark 
rooms.  • 18 x 8cm

9SNIP $721.00

Opti Solar Projector
Easy to use, bright, quiet, safe, cool running, 
energy saving and switch controllable. 
Highly adaptable, you can run two rotators 
simultaneously and fit the panoramic rotator. 
Includes one wheel rotator.

9NPRS $1,339.00

Projection Curtain
7’ tall and 8’ wide, the price includes 8’ of straight 
ceiling track.  • 280 x 200cm

9PJCT $398.00

MSE | Projectors

SNAP Projector
Includes one SNAP wheel from our 
range. Accelerate, Pause & Reverse 
the effects with our versatile 
and quiet projector. Transformer.  
• 14 x 24 x 38cm

9BRPJ $969.00

Super SNAP
Our most powerful SNAP projector 
so far, bright enough to project 
clearly even in large sensory rooms. 
Complete with adjustable speed 6” 
and 9” rotator, which can be paused 
and reversed.  • 25 x 10cm

9BRPJS $1,399.00

NEW

Multi-Facet Mirror
Explodes the projected image to 
create a shower effect.

9NMFM $145.00
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Easy! Snap-on & snap-off  
magnetic projector wheels 
off er super easy wheel 
changing, providing many 
more visual changes at a 
budget-friendly price.

Insects

9PWBG $79.00

Frog Prince

9PWFP $79.00

Humpty Dumpty

9PWHD $79.00

Three Little Pigs

9PW3P $79.00

Baa Baa Black Sheep

9PWBB $79.00

Jack and The Beanstalk

9PWJK $79.00

Hey Diddle Diddle

9PWDD $79.00

Owl and the Pussy Cat

9PWWL $79.00

Down Memory Lane

9PWML $79.00

Women Fashion

9PWWF $205.00

Butterfly

9PWBF $79.00

Dinosaurs

9PWDN $79.00

Dogs

9PWDG $79.00

Water Cycle

9PWWC $79.00

Emotions

9PWEM $79.00

Space

9PWSP $79.00

Cats

9PWCA $79.00

Posting a Letter

9PWRM $79.00

Farm

9PWFM $79.00

Building Site

9PWBS $79.00

Pets

9PWPT $79.00

Paris

9PWGP $79.00

New York

9PWNY $79.00

London

9PWLT $79.00

Facial Expressions

9PWFX $79.00

SNAP Wheels | MSE

60s

9PW60 $79.00

Grand Old Duke of York

9PWDY $79.00
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Balloons

9NBLW $93.50

British Butterflies

9NGOH $93.50

Cloud

9NCLW $93.50

Cog

9NCGW $93.50

Deep

9NDPW $93.50

Fireworks

9NFWW $93.50

Organic

9NORW $139.00

Seasoned Woods

9NSSW $93.50

Tropical Birds

9NTPB $93.50

Tropical Fish

9NTPF $93.50

Liquid Wheel
These brilliant ever-changing wheels are a little more expensive.

9NLQW $139.00

MSE | Effects Wheels

Liquid Wheel - Green

9NLQG $49.00

Liquid Wheel - Purple

9NLQP $49.00

Liquid Wheel - Orange

9NLQO $49.00

Orbital

9N20N $93.50

Animals

9NANL $29.95

Pastoral

9NCTD $92.00

Coloured Bubbles

9NBUB $31.95

Coloured Leaves

9NLEF $31.95

Coloured Blossoms

9NBLS $31.95

Sunrise Clouds

9NSRC $31.95

Whales & Sealife

9NWHW                $31.95
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omiVista Mobii
Interactive Table and Floor System. This mobile unit can 
be raised or lowered to present its bright movement 
sensitive playscapes in the most accessible way.

9OMVM $18,695.00

NEW

omiVista Mobii Plus
Customisable version.

9OMVMP $7,150.00

omiReflex Mobile
Self-contained Mobile cart, that becomes 
a ‘magical’ mirror - projecting an image of 
the user among scattering stars.Or painting 
pictures, or playing drums or travelling 
through space, 100 other interactive 
adventures.

9OMRX $24,475.00

NEW

omiReflex Mobile plus
Editable version.

9OMRXP $17,500.00

omiVista Install
Ceiling-mounted Interactive projection system. Pre-
loaded with masses of educational and sensory fun audio 
and visual content.

9OMVS $15,955.00

NEW

omiVista Plus
Includes a user-friendly content creator & editor to 
maximise creative use of the system.

9OMVSP $5,750.00

Advanced Interactive | MSE
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Musical Squares (Floor)
This popular gross motor switch system 
features 2 speakers and incredible stereo 
sounds. There are 8 different sound worlds 
including Transport, Weird Sounds and Silly 
Sounds. Comes complete with a softplay floor 
pad switch. Mains.  • Pad: 90 x 140 x 8cm
• Panel: 92 x 60 x 17cm

9MSQR $2,595.00

Musical Squares (Wall)
Comes complete with a Wall-
mounted softplay switch pad.  
• Pad: 94 x 58 x 8cm, Panel: 92 x 60 x 17cm

9MSQRW $2,595.00

Rod Wall
Stunning and appealing and highly rewarding. 
When slotted into place the lovely pieces 
become radiant. Includes 144 rods.  
• 72 x 58 x 8cm

9RDWL $2,295.00

Additional Rod Pack
144 more rods in 8 colours.  The Rod wall 
has 427 holes, so to “fill” a wall you need 2 
additional packs.  The rods are stored in a 
handy drawstring bag.  • 9 x 2cm each

9RDWX $931.00

MSE | MSE Equipment
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Ladder Lights
Always popular because of its simple 
and dramatic display of sound 
intensity. We have incorporated new 
lighting so that it is more intriguing... 
The different modes now actually 
change the colour of each rung as 
well as the starting position. Mains.  
• 108 x 41 x 11cm

9NLLL $2,465.00

Ladder Light Masks
3 fascias to spice up the rungs.

9NLLM $289.00

Sound Light Dome
Mounted neatly in a suspended 
ceiling this brilliant dome changes 
colour in response to sound. The 
colours actually relate to the pitch 
of the sound so whistling gives 
a different colour to humming. 
Transformer.  • 60cm square

3SOLD $1,665.00

Dome Podium
Mounted in our podium the users can get close to the 
gently swirling colours.  • 120 x 120 x 45cm

3SOLDP $2,365.00

Sound Sensitive | MSE
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Infinity Tunnel
This popular sound sensitive illusion 
which gives an impression of infinite 
depth, has been given a technological 
overhaul. The different modes now 
enable different colour and pattern 
responses. Some modes require noise 
for any action, while others “play” even 
in quietness. Did you know - by pressing 
the screen you can bend the tunnel of 
light? Mains.  • 60 x 60 x 11cm

9NLIP $2,200.00

Sound & Light Panel
Each colour represents a different pitch. The deepest bass sounds 
glow red, higher pitched sounds illuminate orange, yellow, green 
and finally blue and purple for the treble. The brightness of the 
lights varies with the volume of sound. May be activated either 
by music or voice, with microphone and sound-sensitivity control 
included. Transformer.  • 60 x 60 x 10cm

9SLPL $1,985.00

MSE | Sound Sensitive

Padded Bubble Table
A new perspective on 
bubbles.  Fully controllable 
bubbles behind a 
thick “glass” panel.  
• 80cm dia, 120cm square

9BTAB $2,495.00
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Kinetic Wonder Wall
The Kinetic Wall has many moving parts, discs to 
spin & bells to ring and now with a mirror back is 
twice as fun.  • 100 x 90cm

9TWKK $2,589.00

Wonder Walls | MSE

Tactile Sircles
Our super tactile Sircles are 
simple, stylish and sensory.  
• 40cm dia

9TSCL $155.00

Green and Orange

9TSGO $155.00

Orange and Silver

9TSOV $155.00

Yellow and Silver

9TSYV $155.00

Yellow and Orange

9TSYO $155.00

Yellow and Green

9TSYG $155.00

Orange and Black

9TSOB $155.00

Black & Silver

9TSBV $155.00

Silver and Green

9TSVG $155.00

Black and Green

9TSBG $155.00

Black and Yellow

9TSBY $155.00Tactile Column Green

9TCLG $1,995.00

Tactile Column Blue

9TCLB $1,995.00

Tactile Column Red
Nestled in among padding our stylish tactile columns offer a 
range of interesting tactile experiences.  • 40 x 120cm

9TCLR $1,995.00
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Textured Wonder Wall
Wonder Walls are art-work that you want to 
touch, can touch and that rewards touch.  
• 100 x 90cm

9TWTX $2,139.00

Gravity Wonder Wall
The latest addition to our Wonder Wall range, this 
beautiful moving sculpture features 2 tube tracks, 
3 secure hourglasses, a glitter wall and a marble 
wheel.  • 90 x 100 x 18cm

9TWGV $2,779.00

Set of Sensory Balls
5 fun balls that light up, ring or tingle.

9TWGVB $45.95

Green Abstractivity
Three interchangeable wooden Abstractivity panels and an easy-
fit frame. Clicker clack wheel, percussion ladder, and sound balls.  
• 30 x 90cm

6DTGA $699.00

Red Abstractivity
Tethered bags, pressure pads and knobble board.

6DTRA $699.00

Silver Abstractivity
Wobble discs, roller rattle, and tambourine.

6DTSA $699.00

MSE | WonderWalls
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UV Mat
Really tough and fun under UV light, this creates a 
jewel-like stained glass effect if hung on a window 
pane.  • 1m square

9UVMAT $645.00

The Cosy Cave
Pop-up lightweight structure with a 
double nylon skin that blocks out the light, 
creating a perfect spot for UV illumination 
or time-out in seconds. The roof is 
removable, allowing peeking or complete 
access as required.  • 1m cube

9UVCC $115.00

Black Bag
UV kit.

9UVKX $1,079.00

Cosy Cave Kit
Perfect little kit for dark places. Colour Change 
Egg, Fibre Optic Plume, UV Torch, Fluorescent 
Bead Tube, Colour Flashing Baton, glow in the 
dark Sensory Ball, Disco Ball. Contents may vary.

9UCCK $145.00

UV | MSE

UV Waterfall
Wall-mounted on a clever bracket this stunning 
divider invites you to pass through.  • 2m x 1m

9UVWF $1,185.00

UV Carpet
A finely woven carpet with a pattern of coloured, fluorescent threads. The 
carpet is soft to touch and hard wearing.  • Per Square Metre

9UVCT $339.00

NEW

UV Carpet
1pc of bound UV Carpet.  • 1m x 1m

9UVCT1 $339.00

NEW

UV Carpet
1pc of bound UV Carpet.  • 2m x 1m

9UVCT2 $678.00

UV Lamp
A powerful light that will 
fluoresce objects up to 4m 
away. Mains.  • 20 x 18cm

9UVLG $343.00
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Cloud Ceiling
Convert your boring old ceiling. 
This flame retardant voile fabric 
hung in swathes creates a lovely 
billowing effect. Supplied in 
48” wide roll. Add 25% in each 
direction to the dimensions 
of your room to allow for the 
billows. Phone TFH for a quote.  
• Price per linear metre

9CLCE $42.95

Star Net Lights
A beautiful combination with the 
cloud ceiling, sound sensitive. 
Transformer.  • 150 x 200cm

9SRNL $225.00

Ceiling Cloud
A single cloud that is easy to 
install (includes silver lining).

9CLCEL $2,365.00

Mirror Ball
Reflects a pinspot as hundreds of slowly moving 
stars around the room. Bracket not included. Mains.  
• 30cm dia  1RPM

9MBMO $159.00

Coloured Mirror Ball
• 20cm dia

9MBCB8 $159.00

LED Pinspot
A bright and tight beam. Power supply: 
110~240V, 50/60Hz, Power consumption: 13W.  
• 155 x 85 x 143mm, Weight: 0.55kg

9NLED $109.00

H2O
Placed well out of reach, it projects an image of 
flowing multi-coloured water and cycles through 6 
colours. Mains.  • 25 x 28 x 25cm

9H20 $711.00

MSE | Disco Ceiling

Laser Stars Projector
Hi-tech ceiling display. Laser light illuminates a wide 
field, filling your ceiling with pin-pricks of twinkling 
green “stars”. Very impressive. Transformer.  
• 22 x 24 x 28cm

9NLST $399.00

Aura Projector
Silent LED projector, with 
interchangeable effect wheels. A 
bright and dimmable light is perfect 
in a bedroom. Includes a timer so you 
don’t need to turn it off. Remote control 
via WiFi. Includes wall mount and one 
Liquid Wheel. Large range of compatible 
wheels pages 119-121. Transformer.  
• 20 x 20 x 20cm

9AUPJ $479.00
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Aroma Kit
16 different bottles (10ml) including some 
more rare and expensive scents in a smart 
wooden box.  • 10cm

9ARML $265.00

Additional Oils
Four 10ml bottles of the most popular scents.  
• 13 x 13cm

9ARKT $43.00

Flowers Aromatherapy Oils
Garden infused Aromatherapy oils: Rose, 
Lavender & Geranium.  • 10ml bottles

9ARKFL $43.00

Fruit Aromatherapy Oils
Citrus infused Aromatherapy oils: Tangerine, 
Orange, Lemon and Lime.  • 10ml bottles

9ARKFR $35.00

Spices Aromatherapy Oils
Kitchen infused Aromatherapy oils: Pepper, 
Ginger, Nutmeg and Clove.  • 10ml bottles

9ARKSP $57.00

Aromatherapy Diffuser
Fan operated diffuser that does 
not heat the oils. Does not 
include oils.  • 12 x 17cm

9ARMA $125.00

Aromatherapy Night Light
Provides 5 hours of soft light 
and fine mist, oils not included.  
• 21 x 11cm dia

9ARDH $71.00

Stariflex Knotted Fibre Optic Tails
A jumbo sized fibre cable ( 12 tails ) which is 
even easier for people of all ages to hold and 
play with. Price INCLUDES the Light Source 
(9FOLS).  • 12 tail 2m

9KNFP $875.00

Atmospherics | MSE

Infinity Speaker
Lights move to the beat of the music. 
When music isn’t playing lights go 
through a sequence of patterns When 
switched off front has a mirror effect. 
You can play music through an auxilliary 
device such as a phone/computer or 
tablet and it also has a Bluetooth facility 
with a range up to 10 metres.

3INFS $61.00

Aroma Fan and Light Reward
Four fan driven diffusers and switches for oil factory fun. Use 
your favourite essential oils in the diffusers and just push a 
button to activate the fan.  • 61 x 30 x 20cm

7ARFL $949.00
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Star Ceiling Ring
Aluminium ring covered in a serge 
material. Fibre optic star points  shine 
through the material creating a sparkling 
starry night effect.  • 122cm dia

9STCR $1,565.00

Calmer by Nature
Breeze-blown leaves and ferns, 
majestic animals & through it all run 
streams and rivers.  • 50 minutes

2CNDVD $16.65

Clouds
Musical inspiration from cloud 
formations.

9NWCD12 $26.95

Perfume
Serene composition leads to 
calmness.

9NWCD13 $26.95

Edge of Dreams
Misty music: harp, oboe and 
strings.

9NWCD5 $26.95

Pure Peace
Restful, melodic arrangement.

9NWCD15 $26.95

English Country Dawn
Natural sounds, a garden at 
sunrise.

9NWCD18 $26.95

Tranquillity
Dreamlike music.

9NWCD23 $26.95

Summer Garden
Nature sounds, A summer day.

9NWCD21 $26.95

Pure Dreaming
Mellow, freeform music.

9NWCD7 $26.95

Healing Massage
Music for massage & relaxation.

9NWCD9 $26.95

Shaman
A circle of sound, percussion & 
didgeridoo.

9NWCD19 $26.95

Pure Healing
Pure, clear melodies: piano, 
strings & flute.

9NWCD14 $26.95

Crystal Healing
Pure, energising music.

9NWCD4 $79.00

The Fairy Ring
A magical result of piano & strings.

9NWCD6 $26.95

MSE | Atmospherics

Silver Chimes
A large and impressive 
chime.  • 55cm

4WCSV $49.00

Sensory Liquid DVD
Specially created moving images 
and music to encourage the brain to 
produce its own naturally calming 
alpha brainwaves which help reduce 
anxiety and encourage relaxation.

9SLDV $33.95

NEW

Bubble Machine
Portable bubble machine  that will 
produce the best bubbles possible. 
High bubble output, high speed 
fan with low noise. Easy to empty 
and clean tank. Bubble liquid sold 
separately.

9MBBM $119.00
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Large Bean Bag
The filling - polystyrene beans 80cm dia.  
• 80 cm dia

8BB8F $435.00

Small Bean Bag
Classic favorite seating option. 
Specify colour when ordering.  
• 60cm dia

8BB6F $339.00

Resonance Beanbag
A beanbag with a beat. The 
special speaker inside provides 
strong musical resonance.  
• 8 cubic feet

9RSCB $699.00

Relaxer
This popular reclining shape distributes your 
weight evenly. Wonderful with a Massage Mat ( 
not included ).  • 60 x 123 x 70cm

8RORX $925.00

Junior Relaxer
• 100 x 50 x 66cm

8RORXJ $789.00

Resonance Relaxer
A twist shape that “rocks”.  • 165 x 76cm

9RORX $1,425.00

Long Easy
Solid foam makes this lounger a 
favourite.  • 165 x 76cm

9CMLG $825.00

Resonance Long Easy
This comfy shape has a cosy rim.  
• 165 x 76cm

9RSCC $1,529.00

Therapy Chair
This vinyl-covered firm foam shape 
cradles the body securely and rocks 
gently. Available in many colours.  
• 86 x 145 x 81cm

8ROTC $1,995.00

Resonance Rocker
A rocker with a beat.  • 165 x 76cm

9ROTC $2,499.00

Strapped Rocker
Includes safety harness.

8ROTCS $2,595.00

Resonance Furniture | MSE

Junior Therapy Chair
Suitable for individuals up to 125cm tall.  
• 46 x 122 x 61cm

8ROTCJ $1,395.00

NB: ALL RESONANCE ITEMS REQUIRE 9HIFI. 

These items are not carried in stock. 
They are “special order” and therefore 
not returnable, please allow 28 days for 
delivery.

Resonance Platform
Single or Double wooden base with 
a wipe clean pad.

8ROBB $2,375.00

Spare Bean Bag Fill
• 10 cu ft

8BBBF $99.00
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Vibrating Floor Pad
Vinyl covered foam pad. Five 12v 
motors. The hand-held controller 
alters combinations of speed. 
Transformer.  • 190 x 90 x 8cm

9VFPD $855.00

Soft Rocker
Padded yellow smile that invites the 
user to lie down and then allows 
gentle rocking.  • 150 x 70cm

8BDRK $795.00

Soft Rocker Extension
Attaches to the Soft Rocker  - for 
longer users.  • 50cm

8BDRKE $434.00

MSE | Resonance

Single Waterbed (mattress only)
Covered in Vinyl, TFH waterbeds contain a 
thermostat and heater.  • 200 x 100 x 23cm

8ROWB $2,510.00

Musical Waterbed (2 sizes): 
Single
Water is a great medium for music and 
resonance. The wooden hoist-accessible 
base is fitted with two resonators that plug 
in to a HI-Fi or amplifier (NOT INCLUDED).  
• 200 x 140 x 46cm

8WBMBS $4,495.00

Waterbed Treatment
Add to the waterbed when filling and every 
12 months thereafter.  • 4oz bottle

8WBTR $13.95

Resonance Hi-Fi & Speakers
Specially adapted Hi-Fi. Set up perfectly to drive our 
resonance items, while still providing a balanced audio 
output. Current model Includes Radio, CD player and MP3 
Auxiliary-in, USB & Bluetooth compatible. Two 200W channels 
suitable for 2 resonance items or a resonance waterbed.  
Includes remote control. Model subject to change.

9HIFI $995.00

Double Waterbed (mattress only)
• 200 x 140 x 23cm

8ROWD $2,649.00

Double Musical Waterbed
• 200 x 140 x 46cm

8WBMBD $4,895.00

NEW

Bean Filled Cube x4
Wipe Clean seating cubes: 
Lime; Blue; Yellow; Orange.  
• 5 x 45 x 45cm

8BBC4 $635.00
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NEW

Padded Wall Mirrors
A pair of wall pads 3 sewn-in safety mirrors. Includes self 
adhesive Velcro strips. Latex free, phthalate free, waterproof, 
wipe clean fabric .  • 120 x 60 x 4cm

9SPPW $289.00

Mirror Line Lite Panel
Line Lite strands glow in ultra-violet light (not included) 
drawing you to the surface where the mirror reflects 
your glowing white clothes, teeth, even your eyes. 
Includes wall brackets.  • 124 X 100cm

9UVML $1,299.00

Bubble Mirror
Nine convex distortions (dimples) in this 
acrylic mirror give the user a unique 
perspective. Lightweight and easy to fix 
to a wall. Colourful padded surround.  
• 84 x 84 x 5cm

9BBMR $399.00

Multi Mirror
Beautiful jewel-like reflective surface. Lots of fun to 
shine lights on or just hold coloured items up to it. 
Made of unbreakable acrylic. Wall mounting brackets 
provided.  • 94 x 122cm

7MULM $582.00

NEW

Mirror Softplay Stack
4 piece set, that stores well and join together.  
3 pieces have mirrored sides introducing both 
concavity and convexity. 4 pieces.  • 60cm

9STMS $629.00

NEW

Soft Shape Mirror Set
Padded circle, square and triangle mirrors in different colours.  
Durable, wipe clean PVC. Mirror EN71, non shatter, non-splinter 
safety plastic.  • 60 x 2cm

9SSMS $259.00

Mirrors | MSE
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Use our colour chart  

to choose the right 

colour Softplay.

Made to Measure Wall Pad (122cm Tall)
Price per linear cm.

9WP $4.95

Custom Print Wall Pad
We can put any image on a pad, using solvent-free 
ink. It must be a high resolution image or it won’t 
“blowup” well.  • 120 x 120cm

9WPCZ $929.00

Made to Measure Floor Padding
We can provide padding to cover any 
area in any shaped room. There are 
plenty of colours to choose from.  
• Per Square Metre

9FP $359.00

NEW

Padding+ Burst
Patterns appear and fade as the colours in the room 
change.  • 120 x 120cm

9PPBR $280.00

NEW

Padding+ Sphere
Appears to change form as the colours in the room 
change.  • 120 x 120cm

9PPSP $280.00

Corner Guard Deluxe - Ivory
Silicone protector, glue in place. Only one 
supplied this one’s Ivory.

9PCGD $62.00

Corner Guard Deluxe - Yellow

9PCGDY $65.00

Corner Guard Deluxe - Red

9PCGDR $65.00

Corner Guard Deluxe - Blue

9PCGDB $65.00

Corner Guard Deluxe - Grey

9PCGDG $65.00

MSE | Padding
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500 Ball Pool Balls 
(mixed colours)
High quality (10g) LDPE Balls.  
• 75mm dia

8ROPB $729.00

TFH Super Ball Pools are 
particularly sturdy.  The 
30cm walls allow us to 
build big, and tall (70cm).  
And when we say “tall” , we 
do of course mean “deep”, 
and when we say “deep” we 
do of course mean “fun”.

Wall-Mounted Sides 
(Price per cm)
Wall pads attached to walls in the 
corner of a room can make two sides 
of a Ball Pool.  • 120 x 6cm

9WPDDB $4.90

Free-Standing Sides (Price per cm)
These firm foam sides can make up all 4 sides 
of a typical Ball Pool. Consider the thickness 
of the wall when calculating the dimensions.  
• 70 x 30cm

9BPSE $6.95

Ball Pool | MSE

3ms Super Ball Pool
Four 30cm thick walls, a soft base and a handy 
step to get in. Includes 3,000 coloured balls.  
• 200 x 150 x 70cm

9STBP $5,895.00

NEW

6ms Super Ball Pool
Includes 6,000 Balls.  • 200 x 300 x 70cm

9STBP3 $3,600.00

NEW

Octagonal Ball Pool
Octagonal ball pool complete with entrance step and 
cover,. 2000 balls (not included).  • 170 x 170 x 67cm

9PBPO $3,299.00

Square Ball Pool
5 piece set that velcro’s together to 
form a square ball pool and base, 
includes step. Walls 25cm thick.  
• 150 x 150 x 40cm

9PBPS $1,575.00
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Illuminated Ball Pool
The base of this Ball Pool lights-up illuminating the 
transparent balls. Colour choice available through our 
range of switches or via the MSE Genie App. Custom 
sizes available, price on application.  • 200 x 150cm

9BPCR $8,866.00

Spare Clear Balls (500)
Allows the lights of the illuminated ball pool to be seen, 
also fun to add to the mix in a regular pool. a 1m square 
pool requires approx 2,000 balls.  • 70mm dia

9VAPB $729.00

MSE | Ball Pool

LED Ball Pool
Convenient sized illuminated ball pool with 3cm mattress 
base & LED lighting. 1,500 Balls inc. Mains 110-260 volts.  
• 40  x 148cm dia

7LDBP $2,695.00

Roller Tunnel
Strong enough to climb on, this padded tunnel 
comes with a separate “base” to hold it in place.  
• 145 x 72cm dia

8SPRT $2,425.00

School Age Corner Colossus
Position in a corner and add children. Five-piece softplay 
adventure playground.  • 225 x 225cm floor space needed

8SCCC $4,995.00

Cube Tunnel
We can go over it, we can go through 
it.  • 75cm cube

8SPBL $945.00

Hidey Hut
This fold-flat design is easy to 
assemble, quickly creating a den 
in any room. The space within 
feels larger than it is because 
of the tunnel of mirrors, and 
the large doorway allows the 
inhabitant to stay in touch with 
the outside. Designed to be lit 
by a set of Fibre Optic tails (not 
included).  • 100 x 120 x 120cm

9KKHH $2,499.00
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Crash Mat Set of 4
Connectable colourful mats.  • 120 x 60 x 5cm each

8CRSH4 $725.00

Crash Mat
• 120 x 60 x 5cm each

8CRSH $199.00

Shuddabar
Vibrating softplay pillar with 2 internal switches, 
colour options available.

9WPZZ $499.00

Softplay Ring
• 120 x 30 x 30cm

8SPRG $987.00

Softplay Boat
• 60 x 40 x 30cm

8SPBT $429.00

Softplay Wave
• 90 x 60 x 30cm

8SPWV $599.00

Softplay Rungs
• 90 x 60 x 30cm

8SPRU $599.00

Softplay Wedge
• 60 x 60 x 30cm

8SPWG $395.00

Softplay Steps
• 90 x 60 x 30cm

8SPST $695.00

Softplay Arch
• 60 x 60 x 60cm

8SPAR $529.00

Softplay Rod Support
• 60 x 60 x 30cm

8SPRDS $496.00

Woodland Bridge
We can also offer other patterns.  
• 120 x 60 x 60cm

8SPWB $1,545.00

Softplay Rod
• 120 x 30cm

8SPRD $254.00

Bag of Fun One
16 mid-sized vinyl covered softplay 
shapes in a bag.  • 15kgs

8BBFN $1,240.00

Softplay | MSE
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Leaf Chair Only - Stand Not Included
Elegant and extremely comfortable chair. Cleverly 
balanced to give a gentle movement. 100kg max.  
• 165cm long

8ROLC $1,895.00

Luna Frame
Easily assembled suspension point ideal for leaf chairs 
and other non-energetic swings (not included). 120kg 
max.  • 145 x 160 x 225cm

8LUNF $491.00

Sensory Integration Beam
This heavy duty frame will be made to 
measure. Two sturdy wall-supports and a 
cross beam. Our clever track allows a child 
to choose from 4 different swings without 
disconnecting any of them, encouraging 
participation throughout the process. 
Swings not included.

8SIBM $11,425.00

T Stand - Leaf Chair Not 
Included
Choose a stand to fit your space.  
• 218 x 215cm

8ROLCS $1,279.00

Corner Stand
Robust stand to hang the Leaf 
Chair that has a powder coated 
finish. Chair is not included.  
• 160 x 160 x 200cm

8ROLCF $1,026.00

C Stand - Leaf chair not 
included
For Leaf Chair - New Design.

8ROLCC $1,295.00

MSE | MSE Swings
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Vecta Deluxe
SNAP Projector & 3 SNAP wheels, 1.2m 
Interactive Bubble Column, Wireless 
Receiver, Controller Buttons, Bead 
Insert, Mini Switch, Aroma Diffuser & 4 
additional oils, 100 Tail Fibre Optics & 
Sparkle Light Source, Hi-Fi and Speakers. 
Mains.  • 150 x 45 x 58cm

9VCTAD $9,125.00

Vecta | MSE
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Vecta - a portable, versatile, sensory experience for any space

The Vecta Distraction Station is ideal 

where space is at a premium, such as 

Hospitals and Nursing Homes. Converts 

waiting rooms, treatment rooms and 

bedrooms into relaxing, distracting and 

empowering Multi-Sensory Environments. 

The stable Vecta Distraction Station can 

be moved easily from room to room on 

its sturdy wheels and requires only one 

plug to transform the room with the “Big 

3” Multi-Sensory items: Bubble Column, 

Projector & Fibre Optics.

MSE | Vecta

Vecta Delight
SNAP Projector and 3 SNAP Wheels, Interactive 
Hurricane Tube, Wireless Receiver, Controller Buttons, 
Mini Switch, Aroma Diffuser & 4 additional oils, 100 Tail 
Fibre Optics & Sparkle light source, Hi-Fi & Speakers. 
Mains.  • 150 x 45 x 58cm

9VCTAH $9,125.00

Vecta Full
SNAP Projector & 3 SNAP Wheels, 1.2m 
Bubble Column, Mini Switch, Aroma Diffuser 
and 100 Tail Fibre Optics with Sparkle light 
source. Mains.

9VCTAF $7,125.00

Vecta Basic
Aroma Diffuser, Liquid Effects Projector and 
Budget Bubble Column. Mains.

9VCTAB $5,995.00
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 69 Bearing Bar
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 82 Bilibo
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 102 Blow Games
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 131 CD’s
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 129 Ceiling Cloud
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 34 Chews

 27 Chime Tree

 131 Chimes

 108 Circlebike

 26 Clatterpillar

 101 Clear Painting Easel

 129 Cloud Ceiling

 72 Cocoon

 85 Cogwheels

 116 Colour Controllers

 12 Colour Illusion

 118 Colour Wash
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 27 Concertina
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 138 Crash Mat
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 65 Spinning Top
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 71 Springs

 39 Squash it
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 52 Squeeze Machine

 37 Squeezies
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 88 Sunny Valley Adventure Dome

 96 Swan Alignment Hammock

 60 Swing Frames
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 71 Swivel

 63 Swung
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 41 Tactile Bag

 55 Tactile Beanbags

 41 Tactile Box

 85 Tactile Cloud

 126 Tactile Columns
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 126 Tactile Sircles
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 45 Tactillos

 103 Talking Photo Frame
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 39 Tangle Hairy

 87 Tangles

 57 Targets

 82 Teeter Popper

 102 Textured Sequencer

 83 Therapy Balls

 95 Time Timers

 74 Tire Swing

 102 Toobaloo

 72 Tortilla Swing

 27 Touch Ring Rattle Rainbow

 76 Tower Of Tubes

 92 Toy Lock Box

 78 Trampolenes

 75 Trapeze Bar

 28 Trumpet Steps

 108 Trybike

 144 Tube Train

 85 Tubies

 108 Tuff Trikes

 40 Twiddles

 87 Twisty Tubes

 75 Twizzler

 128 UV

 14 UV Bar

 6 Unbreakable Mirror

 9 Underwater Light Show

 18 Vecta Jr.

 141 Vectas

 49 Vibrating

 133 Vibrating Floor Pad

 56 Vibro Tube

 118 Video Projector

 20 View-Thru Geometric Solids

 49 Viperating Snake

 87 Visual Rainmaker

 100 Voice Recorders

 29 Wak-A- Rap

 108 Walkabouts

 28 Wall Sounds

 37 Water Snakes - Family of Six

 133 Waterbeds

 54 Weighted Blankets

 55 Weighted Vests

 61 Wheelchair Platform Swing

 102 Whisperphone

 102 Whistle Racer

 76 Whizzy Dizzy

 37 Wibbly Worm

 24 Wiggly Giggly Ball

 24 Wiggly Giggly Shaker

 48 Wilbarger Brush

 86 Wind Ups

 126 Wonder Walls

 11 Wooden Top

 64 X-wide Swing

 88 Zoomingos x2
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MSE Starter Pack
Mirror Ball, Mirror Ball Rotator, Star Net Lights, Resonance Beanbag, Massage Mat, 
Massage Mat Cover, 1.2m Active Bubble Column, SNAP Projector, Snap Wheels x3, Gem 
Sphere Reward, 100 Tail Fibre Optics, Fibre Optic Light Source, Big Mack Switch/Reward, 
Multi Mirror, Ball Switch.

9MSES $6,645.00

MSE to Go
Transform a bedroom into a Multi-Sensory Environment. Budget Bubble Column, 
Mini Switch, Liquid Effects Projector, Star Net, Gem Sphere Reward, Illuminated Hang 
alone Mirror ball includes rotator, Pinspot, Diffraction Panels, Aromatherapy Diffuser / 
Humidifier, Colour changing egg, Fibre optic plume, Power Strip, Carry Case. Contents 
may vary.

9MSEH $1,775.00

L’il Red
A mini mobile sensory unit with a securely mounted Hurricane Tube, 
SNIP Projector, and 100 Tail 2m Fibre Optic Side Glow with a Sparkle 
Light Source.

9LLRD $5,295.00

MSE Kits | MSE

Tube Train
The Hurricane tube packs neatly away beneath the padded seat 
within the wooden train. 4 good casters make this a mobile sensory 
station.  • Body 75 x 41 x 45cm, Funnel height: 82cm

9TRAIN $1,595.00
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Sensory Backpack
Back Pack, Fantastik, Textured Tangle junior, Aqua Gel Pack, 
Vibrating snake, Lotto, Pairs & Snap, Visual Rainmaker, Toobaloo, 
Koosh Ball, Colour change egg.

3LBPS $150.00
Sensory Suitcase
A must for OT’s and others working in the 
community. The Suitcase and Bubble Column 
enables the user to take the Sensory ‘Room’ to 
the individual rather than the other way round. 
The sturdy wheeled case contains a wealth 
of sensory items to both relax and stimulate 
including an oil effects projector, fibre optic 
strands, aroma therapy, tactile vibration and 
much much more.

9MSEC $4,999.00

Splodge Box
Solid wooden toy box 
on 4 good casters. The 
padded lid is also a 
rocking toy.

4SPBX $999.00

Splodge Box Complete
Save when you fill your Splodge Box with these goodies. Splodge Box, 
‘Viperating’ Snake, 3 Piece Hand Percussion Set, Bondina Bells, Small Bumpy 
Ball, Fascination Tube, Koosh Ball, Leybourne Mirror, Magnifying Glass, 
Massage Roll, Flashing Orbit Ball, Snake Skin, Space Blanket, Spring-a-Ling, 
Squistle, Tactile Box, Texture Tangle,  Tactillos, Vibrating Pillow with knobs, 
Touch Ring Rattle Rainbow, Glitter Tube, Discovery Blocks, Frog in a box, 
Vibrating hairbrush, Atom massager, Threading Bead Kit, Stro-boing and 
Squisher. Contents may vary.

4SPBK $2,229.00

Sensory Lifestyle
Glitter Tube, Fantastik, UV Torch, Wak-a-tubes, Noisy Tube, Vibrating Snake, The 
Weights , Knobble Brush, Textured Tangle, Shape Sorting Box, Coloured Disc 
Switch, Gem Sphere Reward, Chubbie Markers, Roly the laughing Dog, Pixels, 
Clear Painting Easel, Sound bank, Animal Shakers-set 3, Flip Flap Ball, Gross 
Motor Kit, Colour Changing Egg, Squistle. Please note that some items may vary.

9MSEG $945.00

Column Carry Case
Our Mini Bubbler and Hurricane Tubes zip 
into this secure foam block.

9CLCC $251.00

Back | MSE Kits
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Si non livré, veuillez retourner à:

700 avenue Beaumont

Montreal (Quebec)

H3N 1V5

CANADA

Two easy ways to place an order :

• Telephone : 514-273-9186 / 1-800-361-0378

• Fax : 514-273-8627 

4507372
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Bill to  To invoice

Account Nº

Transmission mode  Fax                       Mail                       E-mail

Authorized by

Name Date

Signature

Subtotal

Freight

Handling

Total (before tax)

GST  5% 

PST  9.975%

Grand total

Message

Code Qty Description Page Price Total

Ship to  To invoice

Account Nº

Purchase order Nº

Required date

Billing date

Fiscal year

Budget code

Ordered by

Phone

Terms Net 30 days

Order form

Prov.
tax code

1
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